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STAR Plans for the 
BES-II and Beyond 
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Online Seminar Series

Helen Caines - Yale 

BES first proposed to PAC 2006
STAR BES campaign started in 2010
Extra point at 15 GeV requested in 2012

BES-II officially requested in 2014
BES-II starts 2019(18)



Evolution of the STAR Detector
major upgrades over the last twenty years to improve 
particle identification and vertex reconstruction, and is 
still evolving with an extension to forward rapidity as 
of today. pioneered in using new technologies: MRPC, 
MAPS, GEM and siPM. 
Estimate 35M(initial) +75M(upgrades)$. 
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20 Years of RHIC and STAR
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Over 20 years STAR has installed 
major upgrades to improve DAQ, 
PID, vertexing, .. 

Pioneered using new technologies: 
MRPC, MAPS, GEM and siPM.  

Estimate 35M(initial 
+75M(upgrades)$.  

Most recent: iTPC, eTOF and EPD 
Still evolving today: 

Extending forward with tracking 
and calorimetry

BES-II
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The Case for the BES-II

             1st Order Phase Transition
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FIG. 1. Charged hadron RCP for RHIC BES energies. The
uncertainty bands at unity on the right side of the plot corre-
spond to the pT independent uncertainty in Ncoll scaling with
the color in the band corresponding to the color of the data
points for that energy. The vertical uncertainty bars corre-
spond to statistical uncertainties and the boxes to systematic
uncertainties.

fect these measurements would require reference data for
the BES, p+p and p(d)+Au.

Several physical e↵ects could enhance hadron produc-
tion in specific kinematic ranges, concealing the turn-o↵
of the suppression due to jet-quenching. One such e↵ect
is the Cronin e↵ect; a CNM e↵ect first observed in asym-
metric collisions between heavy and light nuclei, where
an enhancement of high-pT particles was measured rather
than suppression [31–33]. It has been demonstrated that
the enhancement from the Cronin e↵ect grows larger as
the impact parameter is reduced [34, 35]. Other pro-
cesses in heavy-ion collisions such as radial flow and par-
ticle coalescence may also cause enhancement [36]. This
is due to the e↵ect of increasing particle momenta in
a steeply falling spectra. A larger shift of more abun-
dant low-pT particles to higher momenta in more central
events — such as from radial flow, pt-broadening, or co-
alescence — would lead to an enhancement of the RCP.
These enhancement e↵ects would be expected to com-
pete with jet-quenching, which shifts high-pT particles
toward lower momenta. This means that measuring a
nuclear modification factor to be greater than unity does
not automatically lead us to conclude that a QGP is not
formed. Disentangling these competing e↵ects may be
accomplished with complementary measurements, such
as event plane dependent nuclear modification factors
[37], or through other methods like the one developed
in this letter.

In this letter we report measurements sensitive to par-
tonic energy-loss, performed by the STAR experiment at
several energies below

p
sNN = 200GeV. The data for this

analysis were collected in the 2010, 2011, and 2014 RHIC

runs by the STAR detector [38]. STAR is a large accep-
tance detector whose tracking and particle identification
for this analysis were provided by its Time Projection
Chamber (TPC) [39] and Time-of-Flight (TOF) [40] de-
tectors. These detectors lie within a 0.5T magnetic field
that is used to bend the paths of the charged particles
traversing it for momentum determination. Minimum
bias triggered events were selected by requiring coinci-
dent signals at forward and backward rapidities in the
Vertex Position Detectors (VPD) [41] with a signal at
mid-rapidity in the TOF. The VPDs also provide the
start time for the TOF system, with the TOF’s total
timing resolution below 100 ps [40]. Centrality was de-
termined by the charged multiplicity at mid-rapidity in
the TPC. The only correction to the charged multiplicity
comes from the dependence of the tracking e�ciency on
the collision’s vertex position in the TPC. Events were
selected if their position in the beam direction was within
30 cm of the TPC’s center and if their transverse vertex
position was within 1 cm of the mean transverse posi-
tion for all events. Tracks were accepted if their distance
of closest approach to the reconstructed vertex position
was less than 1 cm, they had greater than 15 points mea-
sured in the TPC out of a maximum of 45, and the num-
ber of points used in track reconstruction divided by the
number of possible points was greater than 0.52 in or-
der to prevent split tracks. The pT and species depen-
dent tracking e�ciencies in the TPC were determined
by propagating Monte Carlo tracks through a simulation
of STAR and embedding them into real events for each
energy and centrality [39]. The charged hadron track-
ing e�ciency was then taken as the weighted average of
the fits to the single species e�ciencies with the weights
provided by fits to the corrected spectra of each species.
This method allowed for extrapolation of charged hadron
e�ciencies to higher pT than the single species spectra
could be identified. The e�ciencies were constant as a
function of pT in the extrapolated region, which limited
the impact from the extrapolation on the systematic un-
certainties. Daughters from weak decay feed-down were
removed from all spectra. The corrections for absorption
and feed-down were determined by passing events gen-
erated in UrQMD [42] through a STAR detector simula-
tion. Charged tracks in |⌘| < 0.5 and identified particles
with |y| < 0.25 were accepted for this analysis. Particle
identification was performed using both energy loss in
the TPC (dE/dx) and time-of-flight information (1/�).

The overall scaling systematic uncertainty for the RCP

measurements is dominated by the determination of Ncoll

and the total cross section, which is driven by trigger in-
e�ciency and vertex reconstruction e�ciency in periph-
eral events. Point-to-point systematic uncertainties arise
from the determination of the single particle e�ciency
(5% for the pT range studied here), momentum resolu-
tion (2%), and feed-down (pT and centrality dependent
with a range of 4-7%). These systematic uncertainties

Figure 27: Left: Comparison of the published BES-I 10-40% centrality net-proton directed flow
slope [52] with the BES-I error bar size for a much less populated centrality bin (10-15%), and
with the expected BES-II error bar size in the same narrow centrality bin. Right: Directed flow
slope from the JAM transport model [53]. The “JAM-1.0pt" in the legend denotes a first-order
phase transition, and “JAM-�-over" denotes a crossover, and the remaining option (green squares)
involves a purely hadronic equation of state. Note the ⇠5-fold difference between the vertical scales
of the two plots, and also note that below p

sNN ⇠ 15 GeV, there is negligible difference between
the definition of net-proton v1 (plotted on the left) and proton v1 (plotted on the right).

STAR’s 2014 BES v1 paper [52] prompted a series of comparisons with state-of-the-art
models, based on hydrodynamics or Boltzmann-type transport or a hybrid of the two, all
with realistic treatments of the QCD phases and the possible types of boundary between
those phases [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59]. Overall, these recent model calculations all confirm
that directed flow at BES energies is quite sensitive to the assumed QCD equation of state
and to the assumed type of phase transition between hadronic and QGP phases, and they
all disfavor scenarios where only hadronic phases exist. On the other hand, agreement with
data is quite poor for all assumed QCD equations of state in all models; no model scenario
reproduces STAR’s observed minimum in proton directed flow in the relevant energy region
and there is disagreement among different theory authors on whether a crossover or first-
order phase transition is favored [60].

In particular, the authors of papers based on the JAM transport model [53, 58, 59]
conclude that v1 comparisons tend to favor the EOS with a first-order phase transition.
The authors of the Frankfurt hybrid model (which features Boltzmann transport for the
early and late stages of the collision, and hydrodynamics for the intermediate hot and dense
stage) conclude that overall agreement with proton v1 measurements is still too poor to
draw conclusions about the preferred EOS [54]. Meanwhile, the authors of comparisons
with the Parton-Hadron String Dynamics (PHSD) model [55] (a microscopic approach with
equations of state constrained by lattice QCD) and with a relativistic 3-fluid hydrodynamic
model (3FD) [57] report that the crossover EOS option is favored.

There is a close connection between the search for a first-order phase transition and

24
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BES-I ! BES-II 
More Statistics 

!  BES-I exploratory scan 
was carried out to shed 
light on these questions 
!  Indications of  a CP with 

8 < √SNN < 20 GeV 
!  How can we capitalize 

on these results? 
!  More data 

!  Electron cooling 
!  RHIC Luminosity 

upgrade 
!  Needed for lower 

energies 
!  Many results statistics 

limited 

Rosi Reed - 2016 RHIC/AGS Users Meeting 15 
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BES-II Original Proposal

4

BES-I:  
Hints that at low √s  

QGP turns off 
   Ordered phase transition 
   Critical Point 

BES-II: 
Examine regions of interest 
Probe lower √s  

Need to maximize fraction 
particles measured 

Need to drop below energies 
RHIC can operate at in collider 
mode 

Turn trends and features into 
definitive conclusions
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The BES-II Upgrades

5All 3 detectors fully installed prior to start of Run-19

Enhanced Acceptance  
Enhanced PID mid and forward 
Enhanced Event Plane Resolution 
Enhanced Centrality Definition 
Enhanced √s range
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iTPC: Enhanced Acceptance

6

Successfully integrated into data-taking since day 1 of  Run-19 

Projected detector performance criteria met

Increased pseudorapidity coverage Improved dE/dx resolution

Demonstrated improvement:

6.9% 8%8%

(Plots normalized)
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Cosmic Commissioning of iTPC

7

Cosmics: Enable alignment of 
new inner sectors with outer 

TPC

https://www.bnl.gov/
newsroom/news.php?
a=217048

Generated lots of 
interest from 

general public
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Figure 50: (Left) Correlation between  1,East vs.  1,West as measured by the EPD in semi-central
Au+Au collisions at p

sNN = 27 GeV. (Right) The event plane resolution in the same data for the
BBC inner tiles in blue, the EPD inner tiles in green and the entire EPD in red. The first two
centrality bins are roughly 0-5% and 5-10%, the other bins have a width of 10% in centrality.

3.3 Endcap Time-of-Flight Detector
The addition of an endcap Time-of-Flight (eTOF) detector to STAR strengthens the physics
potential of the experiment during the BES-II experimental campaign [148]. The eTOF
detector crucially complements the particle identification capabilities at forward-to-mid ra-
pidities for the collider and fixed target programs. eTOF is a joint project between the STAR
collaboration and institutions from the CBM collaboration: University of Heidelberg, Tech-
nical University of Darmstadt, GSI-Helmholtz Center for Heavy-Ion Research, Tsinghua,
Central China Normal University, and University of Science and Technology of China. This
synergy project is a part of the so-called FAIR Phase-0 program and provides CBM with
important operational experience via a large-scale integration test of the future CBM TOF.

The eTOF wall contains two types of Multi-gap Resistive Plate Chambers (MRPCs) [164]:
(i) 36 high rate capability counters (MRPC3a) with 0.7 mm thick low resistive glass as elec-
trode material were produced at Nuctech in Beijing; (ii) 72 counters (MRPC3b) with normal
float glass at a thickness of 0.28 mm as electrode material were produced at USTC/Hefei [165].
Both counter types are full size prototypes for the CBM TOF. Most of them were tested and
delivered to Heidelberg University where integration into modules took place. Each module
consists of 3 MRPCs with a 32 strip segmented readout electrode. Each strip is read out
from both sides (to achieve a position resolution below 5 mm along the strip), thus a total
of 6912 readout channels build up the eTOF wheel. The module production was finished
in August 2018, all modules were extensively tested using a cosmic setup (installed at Hei-
delberg University) prior to shipping to BNL. The eTOF was installed at the East end of
STAR in the small gap between the poletip and the TPC; behind its readout electronics.
The modules are arranged in 12 sectors matching those of the TPC. The installation of the
eTOF was completed in November 2018.

54

All tiles operational for Run-18 and Run-19 : 
2.1 < |η| < 5.1 

BES-II: Main trigger detector 
             Greater acceptance than VPD or ZDC 
             Better timing resolution than BBC   
              (0.75 ns)

EPD: Enhanced Event Plane Resolution

Event plane (and centrality) 
outside of iTPC acceptance 8

/ 22

Event Plane Detector (EPD)
qDesigned for event plane determination, centrality definition, and triggering 
§ Scintillator based fast detector
§ Large h coverage: 2.1 <|h| < 5.1
§ Excellent timing resolution: ~ 1 ns

q Fully operational since 2018

Yi Yang @ QM2019                   2019 November 4-9                   STAR Upgrade for BES-II and Forward Physics 9
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more coverage than 
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• MUST account for  

flow!

• Otherwise, near-zero 
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STAR preliminary
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Matching Ratio as function of track momentum on THU (Red) and USTC (Blue) counters

Figure 90: Left: Matching efficiency of MRPC hits in respect to the extrapolated TPC tracks as
function of the particle momentum. Right: 1/� as function of particle momentum. The separation
of kaons from pions up to a momenta of 2.5 GeV/c demonstrates the PID capability of eTOF.

In order to demonstrate the eTOF performance fixed target data at p
sNN = 7.7 GeV were3123

calibrated and the matching efficiency with the TPC has been deduced as function of the3124

particle momentum (see left Fig.90). At a momentum of 1 GeV/c a matching efficiency of3125

70% is obtained for both MRPC types (red and blue are different MRPC types with different3126

electrode materials). Beyond 1 GeV/c the curve levels off at 75%. The time resolution (not3127

shown here) was determined to be in the order of 80 ps. This good timing resolution is3128

reflected in the 1/� versus the particle momenta plot shown in the right Fig. 90. The narrow3129

particle bands allow for a kaon to pion separation of up to a momentum of 2.5 GeV/c which3130

demonstrates the excellent PID capability of eTOF.3131

For the upcoming period no major hardware changes for eTOF are foreseen. During Run-3132

20 one MRPC counter developed a high dark current and noise and will be replaced at the3133

next shutdown. Due to COVID-19 travel restrictions it is planed to ship a fully assembled3134

module (3 MRPC counters) to BNL as a replacement for the module housing the broken3135

counter. On a different module it is planned to replace one GBTx readout card, which is3136

currently not working. A substantial eTOF upgrade will be performed on the firmware side3137

of the readout FPGAs, which can be done remotely. This implies also small adaptations in3138

the control software. With this upgrade an improved startup reliability and a more stable3139

operation is expected.3140

4.2 Forward Upgrade3141

STAR is constructing a forward detector system, realized by combining tracking with elec-3142

tromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters for the years beyond 2021. It will have superior3143

detection capability for neutral pions, photons, electrons, jets and leading hadrons covering3144

119
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Figure 90: Left: Matching efficiency of MRPC hits in respect to the extrapolated TPC tracks as
function of the particle momentum. Right: 1/� as function of particle momentum. The separation
of kaons from pions up to a momenta of 2.5 GeV/c demonstrates the PID capability of eTOF.

In order to demonstrate the eTOF performance fixed target data at p
sNN = 7.7 GeV were3123

calibrated and the matching efficiency with the TPC has been deduced as function of the3124

particle momentum (see left Fig.90). At a momentum of 1 GeV/c a matching efficiency of3125

70% is obtained for both MRPC types (red and blue are different MRPC types with different3126

electrode materials). Beyond 1 GeV/c the curve levels off at 75%. The time resolution (not3127

shown here) was determined to be in the order of 80 ps. This good timing resolution is3128

reflected in the 1/� versus the particle momenta plot shown in the right Fig. 90. The narrow3129

particle bands allow for a kaon to pion separation of up to a momentum of 2.5 GeV/c which3130

demonstrates the excellent PID capability of eTOF.3131

For the upcoming period no major hardware changes for eTOF are foreseen. During Run-3132

20 one MRPC counter developed a high dark current and noise and will be replaced at the3133

next shutdown. Due to COVID-19 travel restrictions it is planed to ship a fully assembled3134

module (3 MRPC counters) to BNL as a replacement for the module housing the broken3135

counter. On a different module it is planned to replace one GBTx readout card, which is3136

currently not working. A substantial eTOF upgrade will be performed on the firmware side3137

of the readout FPGAs, which can be done remotely. This implies also small adaptations in3138

the control software. With this upgrade an improved startup reliability and a more stable3139

operation is expected.3140

4.2 Forward Upgrade3141

STAR is constructing a forward detector system, realized by combining tracking with elec-3142

tromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters for the years beyond 2021. It will have superior3143

detection capability for neutral pions, photons, electrons, jets and leading hadrons covering3144
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eToF - Joint STAR-CBM Initiative
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Matching efficiency >70% above 1 GeV/c

Timing ~80ps

K/𝛑 separation up to p = 2.5 GeV/c

√sNN = 7.7 GeV

Critical for Fixed-target data
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BES-II: Critical Fluctuations

10

iTPC: 
Increase Δyp acceptance
Δyp > Δy correlation 

Current data:  Suggestive of non-trivial √s dependence of net proton 
cumulant ratios

Subject actively pursued 
theoretically

Establish true nature 
of correlation

EPD: 
Improved centrality selection 

Use all TPC for measurement
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Precision measurement of the φ (and other) flow

Figure 39: Scaled v2 of the � meson showing the projected error bars for BES-II with the current
STAR TPC (blue band) and with the iTPC (red band).

2.5.2 Nuclear Modification Factor RCP

Another broadly discussed result from BES-I related to the onset of deconfinement is the
RCP measurement shown in Fig. 40 (for all BES-I energies) and Fig. 42 (for 7.7, 11.5 and
19.6 GeV). The high-pT suppression observed at the top RHIC energies is seen as an indi-
cation of the energy loss of partons in a colored medium, and the RAA measurements are
one of the clearest signatures for the formation of the quark-gluon plasma. This suppression
is expected to vanish at low collision energies, where the energy density becomes too low
to produce a significantly large and long-lived QGP. Because there was not a comparable
pp energy scan, the BES analysis has had to resort to RCP measurements as a proxy. Still
the study of the shape of RCP (pT ) will allow us to quantitatively address the evolution of
jet-quenching to lower beam energies.

A very clear change in behavior as a function of beam energy is seen in these data (see
Fig. 40); at the lowest energies (7.7 and 11.5 GeV) there is no evidence of suppression for the
highest pT values that are reached. This plot demonstrates the turn-off of net suppression
for high-pT hadrons produced in central collisions (0-5 %), relative to those produced in
peripheral collisions, (60-80 %), as expected for this signature of QGP formation. Fig. 40
clearly demonstrates that enhancement effects become very large at lower energies. This
does not exclude the possibility of QGP formation in the 7.7 and 11.5 GeV datasets, but
simply demonstrates that enhancement effects (Cronin type interactions, radial flow, and
the relative dominance of coalescence versus fragmentation for hadronization) might increase
faster than quenching effects at these energies. In order to identify at what collision energy

36



Collectivity (slope of directed flow vs. rapidity)
STAR: Phys.Rev.Lett. 120 (2018) 6, 062301STAR: Phys.Rev.Lett. 112 (2014) 16, 162301

1) Non-monotonic variation of directed flow slope with collision energy for net-baryons.
2) Net-kaons show monotonic variations of directed flow slope with collision energy.
3) Coalescence sum rules are tested.
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1) Non-monotonic variation of directed flow slope with collision energy for net-baryons.
2) Net-kaons show monotonic variations of directed flow slope with collision energy.
3) Coalescence sum rules are tested.
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anti-Λ predicted from 
quark values deduced 
from K and p

Fails for 7.7 GeV -
At least one assumption 

incorrect

What happens at 
lower √s?

   Finer centrality bins?

Collectivity (slope of directed flow vs. rapidity)
STAR: Phys.Rev.Lett. 120 (2018) 6, 062301STAR: Phys.Rev.Lett. 112 (2014) 16, 162301

1) Non-monotonic variation of directed flow slope with collision energy for net-baryons.
2) Net-kaons show monotonic variations of directed flow slope with collision energy.
3) Coalescence sum rules are tested.
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Coalescence sum rule: “produced” particles

9

Assumptions:
y v1 is developed in prehadronic stage
y Hadrons are formed via coalescence: (vn)hadron = Σ(vn)constituent quarks
y (v1)ū = (v1)đ and (v1)s = (v1)
. y Constituent quarks of anti-p,

anti-Λ and K- are all
produced in the collision.
y For anti-Λs, prediction using
coalescence sum rule
agrees with measured v1
above √sNN = 11.5 GeV.
y Disagreement at 7.7 GeV
implies the failure of one or
more of the assumptions
below 11.5 GeV.

9STAR, Phys. Rev. Lett. 120 (2018) 62301Gang Wang

particles
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iTPC+ eTOF: 
Enhanced coverage at forward y 

Signal larger - role of baryon stopping 

[Simulation: UrQMD at 19.6 GeV]

Precision measurement of dv1/dy as function of centrality
Current data: Double sign change of v1

EPD: 
Enhanced 1st order EP resolution 

Reduced systematics

Figure 27: Left: Comparison of the published BES-I 10-40% centrality net-proton directed flow
slope [52] with the BES-I error bar size for a much less populated centrality bin (10-15%), and
with the expected BES-II error bar size in the same narrow centrality bin. Right: Directed flow
slope from the JAM transport model [53]. The “JAM-1.0pt" in the legend denotes a first-order
phase transition, and “JAM-�-over" denotes a crossover, and the remaining option (green squares)
involves a purely hadronic equation of state. Note the ⇠5-fold difference between the vertical scales
of the two plots, and also note that below p

sNN ⇠ 15 GeV, there is negligible difference between
the definition of net-proton v1 (plotted on the left) and proton v1 (plotted on the right).

STAR’s 2014 BES v1 paper [52] prompted a series of comparisons with state-of-the-art
models, based on hydrodynamics or Boltzmann-type transport or a hybrid of the two, all
with realistic treatments of the QCD phases and the possible types of boundary between
those phases [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59]. Overall, these recent model calculations all confirm
that directed flow at BES energies is quite sensitive to the assumed QCD equation of state
and to the assumed type of phase transition between hadronic and QGP phases, and they
all disfavor scenarios where only hadronic phases exist. On the other hand, agreement with
data is quite poor for all assumed QCD equations of state in all models; no model scenario
reproduces STAR’s observed minimum in proton directed flow in the relevant energy region
and there is disagreement among different theory authors on whether a crossover or first-
order phase transition is favored [60].

In particular, the authors of papers based on the JAM transport model [53, 58, 59]
conclude that v1 comparisons tend to favor the EOS with a first-order phase transition.
The authors of the Frankfurt hybrid model (which features Boltzmann transport for the
early and late stages of the collision, and hydrodynamics for the intermediate hot and dense
stage) conclude that overall agreement with proton v1 measurements is still too poor to
draw conclusions about the preferred EOS [54]. Meanwhile, the authors of comparisons
with the Parton-Hadron String Dynamics (PHSD) model [55] (a microscopic approach with
equations of state constrained by lattice QCD) and with a relativistic 3-fluid hydrodynamic
model (3FD) [57] report that the crossover EOS option is favored.

There is a close connection between the search for a first-order phase transition and

24
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Low mass excess constant for 
large range of beam energies and 
centralities

Results suggest excess driven by convolution of total baryon density, hot 
dense medium effects and the medium’s lifetime

Above 20 GeV 
Total baryon density ~ constant

Consistent with models 
incorporating ρ broadening

2.4 Dilepton Measurements and Search for Chiral Symmetry Restora-
tion

Dileptons are a crucial probe of the strongly interacting matter created in ultra-relativistic
heavy-ion collisions. Leptons traverse the medium with minimal interactions, but they are
produced during the whole evolution of the created matter. Different kinematic ranges of
dilepton pairs (mass and transverse momentum ranges) can be used to selectively probe the
properties of the formed matter throughout its entire evolution.

The observed dilepton yields have contributions from many sources integrated over the
entire evolution of the collision. In-medium properties of vector mesons (i.e. the mass
and width of the ⇢(770), !(782), and �(1020) mesons) can be studied via their decays to
dileptons in the low invariant mass ranges of lepton pairs (Mll < 1.1 GeV/c2). These in-
medium properties may exhibit modifications related to possible chiral symmetry restoration.
Observations at SPS and RHIC indicate enhancements of the dilepton yields at low pT and
in the low invariant mass range between the ⇡ and ⇢ mass. These enhancements cannot be
described with model calculations that involve only the vacuum ⇢ spectral function.

Figure 33: Total baryon density, represented by (p +
p)/(⇡+ + ⇡�), vs. collision energy.

Dynamic models [66] show that the broadening of the width of the ⇢ can be attributed to
interactions with the surrounding nuclear medium, i.e. to the coupling of ⇢ to the baryons
and their resonances. These interactions affect the properties of the ⇢ even in the cold
nuclear matter. In hot nuclear matter, where temperature and/or baryon density is high,
these interaction are expected to cause the width to further broaden to the extent that it
becomes indistinguishable from the radiation continuum. This continuum coincides with the
dilepton thermal radiation from QGP at the phase transition temperature. Measuring the
temperature dependence of the dilepton yields at low mass would thus be a key observable.

To help further disentangle the various factors that play a role in measuring the dielectron
production in the low mass range, we show in Fig. 33 the charged baryon density vs. the
collision energy. Here, the total baryon density at freeze-out is approximated by the measured
ratio of the sum of proton and antiproton yields over the sum of charged pion yields. The plot
shows that above approximately p

sNN =20 GeV the total baryon density remains almost
independent of the beam energy. Consequently, the medium effect on the ⇢ meson and
its dielectron spectrum are independent of beam energy when the dielectrons are emitted
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Low mass di-lepton excess
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Low mass excess independent of beam 
energies and centralities

Excess driven by convolution of total baryon density, hot dense medium 
effects and the medium’s lifetime

2.4 Dilepton Measurements and Search for Chiral Symmetry Restora-
tion

Dileptons are a crucial probe of the strongly interacting matter created in ultra-relativistic
heavy-ion collisions. Leptons traverse the medium with minimal interactions, but they are
produced during the whole evolution of the created matter. Different kinematic ranges of
dilepton pairs (mass and transverse momentum ranges) can be used to selectively probe the
properties of the formed matter throughout its entire evolution.

The observed dilepton yields have contributions from many sources integrated over the
entire evolution of the collision. In-medium properties of vector mesons (i.e. the mass
and width of the ⇢(770), !(782), and �(1020) mesons) can be studied via their decays to
dileptons in the low invariant mass ranges of lepton pairs (Mll < 1.1 GeV/c2). These in-
medium properties may exhibit modifications related to possible chiral symmetry restoration.
Observations at SPS and RHIC indicate enhancements of the dilepton yields at low pT and
in the low invariant mass range between the ⇡ and ⇢ mass. These enhancements cannot be
described with model calculations that involve only the vacuum ⇢ spectral function.

Figure 33: Total baryon density, represented by (p +
p)/(⇡+ + ⇡�), vs. collision energy.

Dynamic models [66] show that the broadening of the width of the ⇢ can be attributed to
interactions with the surrounding nuclear medium, i.e. to the coupling of ⇢ to the baryons
and their resonances. These interactions affect the properties of the ⇢ even in the cold
nuclear matter. In hot nuclear matter, where temperature and/or baryon density is high,
these interaction are expected to cause the width to further broaden to the extent that it
becomes indistinguishable from the radiation continuum. This continuum coincides with the
dilepton thermal radiation from QGP at the phase transition temperature. Measuring the
temperature dependence of the dilepton yields at low mass would thus be a key observable.

To help further disentangle the various factors that play a role in measuring the dielectron
production in the low mass range, we show in Fig. 33 the charged baryon density vs. the
collision energy. Here, the total baryon density at freeze-out is approximated by the measured
ratio of the sum of proton and antiproton yields over the sum of charged pion yields. The plot
shows that above approximately p

sNN =20 GeV the total baryon density remains almost
independent of the beam energy. Consequently, the medium effect on the ⇢ meson and
its dielectron spectrum are independent of beam energy when the dielectrons are emitted
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Total baryon density ~constant
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FIG. 3. Acceptance-corrected dielectron excess mass spec-
tra, normalized by dNch/dy, for Au+Au collisions at

√
sNN =

27, 39, and 62.4 GeV. Model calculations (curves) [13–15] are
compared with the excess spectra for each energy as explained
in the text. Individual components of the PHSD model cal-
culations are only shown for Au+Au collisions at

√
sNN =

62.4 GeV. The error bars, open boxes, and filled boxes indi-
cate statistical, systematic, and cocktail uncertainties. A 6%
uncertainty on the acceptance correction is not shown.
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FIG. 4. Collision energy dependence of the integrated dilep-
ton excess yields in 0.4 < Mll < 0.75 GeV/c2, normalized
by dNch/dy. The closed markers represent the experimental
measurements while the open markers represent the calcula-
tions from Rapp et al., Endres et al., and PHSD. For measure-
ments at

√
sNN = 27, 39, and 62.4 GeV, the open and filled

(gray) boxes represent the systematic errors in the measure-
ments and the cocktail uncertainties, respectively. The 6%
uncertainty from the acceptance correction is not included.
For measurements of minimum-bias, 0−80% central Au+Au
collisions at

√
sNN = 19.6 and 200 GeV, the open boxes rep-

resent the total systematic uncertainty in the measurements.

meson to baryons, rather than to mesons [4]. We know
that the total baryon density remains approximately un-
changed for minimum-bias Au+Au collisions with col-
lision energies above

√
sNN = 20 GeV [18]. However,

the models and our data are statistically consistent even
though the model predictions display modest energy de-
pendence.

In summary, we have reported dielectron yields for
the 0−80% most-central Au+Au collisions at

√
sNN =

27, 39, and 62.4 GeV. The data were collected with the
STAR detector at RHIC. The new measurements com-
plement the previously published results [8–10, 12] and
the combined datasets now cover an order-of-magnitude
range in collision energies over which the total baryon
density and freeze-out temperatures are remarkably con-
stant [18]. Across the collision energies, we have observed
statistically significant excesses in the LMR when com-
paring the data to hadronic cocktails that do not include
vacuum ρ decay contributions. The excess yields have
been corrected for acceptance, normalized by dNch/dy,
integrated from 0.40 to 0.75 GeV/c2, and reported as a
function of

√
sNN . The measured yields show no signif-

icant energy dependence, and are statistically consistent
with model calculations.

Our findings, while restricted to the ρ-meson mass
range and limited by statistical and systematic uncertain-
ties, are consistent with models that include ρ broaden-
ing in the approach to chiral symmetry restoration [36].
Further experimental tests of the models discussed in this
paper are warranted.

As part of the Beam Energy Scan Phase II project,
the STAR Collaboration plans to collect over an order-of-
magnitude more data than previously acquired in the en-
ergy range from 7.7 to 19.6 GeV, where the total baryon
density changes substantially [18]. Future studies may
therefore allow us to better understand the competing
factors that play a role in the LMR dielectron excess pro-
duction [29] and to further clarify the connection between
ρ-meson broadening and chiral symmetry restoration.
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ence, the Ministry of Science and Technology of China
and the Chinese Ministry of Education, the National
Research Foundation of Korea, GA and MSMT of the
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partment of Science and Technology of the Government
of India; the National Science Centre of Poland, National
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Consistent with models incorporating ! broadening
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BES-II: Change Total Baryon Number

ρ-meson broadening:
different predictions for di-electron continuum (Rapp vs PHSD) 
iTPC: Significant reduction in sys. and stat. uncertainties 

Enables to distinguish between models for √s =7.7-19.6 GeV

Low Mass Region: 
iTPC: Significant reduction in sys. and stat. uncertainties 

Disentangle total baryon density effects
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STAR

T. Niida, WWND2019

Positive signal at √sNN = 200 GeV

PH(⇤) [%] = 0.277± 0.040(stat)±0.039
0.049 (sys)

PH(⇤̄) [%] = 0.240± 0.045(stat)±0.061
0.045 (sys)

UrQMD+vHLLE: I. Karpenko and F. Becattini, EPJC(2017)77:213 
AMPT: H. Li et al., Phys. Rev. C 96, 054908 (2017)

10

- 5-7σ significance, comparable to the combined result of 7.7-39 GeV

STAR, PRC98, 014910 (2018)
GLOBAL POLARIZATION OF ! HYPERONS IN … PHYSICAL REVIEW C 98, 014910 (2018)

[13] was applied. The measured polarization can be written
as

8
παH

〈sin("RP − φ∗
p )〉 = A0

(
pH

T , ηH
)
PH

(
pH

T , ηH
)
, (5)

where A0 is an acceptance correction factor defined as

A0
(
pH

T , ηH
)

= 4
π

〈sin θ∗
p〉. (6)

The correction factor A0 was estimated using the experimental
data.

The analysis was performed separately for each data set
taken in different years. As mentioned in Sec. III A, the event
plane resolution slightly differs in each year due to different
detector conditions. Also, for the 2014 data, the tracking
efficiency became worse at low pT because of the HFT. We
confirmed that this additional inefficiency does not affect our
final results. Since the results from the years 2010, 2011, and
2014 were consistent within their uncertainties, we combined
all results for the measured PH to improve the statistical
significance.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 4 presents the global polarization of ! and !̄ as a
function of the collision energy for the 20–50% centrality bin
in Au+Au collisions. The results from this analysis are shown
together with the results from lower collision energies

√
s

NN

= 7.7–62.4 GeV [14]. The 2007 result for
√

s
NN

= 200 GeV
[13] has a large uncertainty and is consistent with zero. Our
new results for

√
s

NN
= 200 GeV with significantly improved

statistical precision reveal nonzero values of the polarization
signal, 0.277 ± 0.040 (stat) ± 0.039

0.049 (sys) [%] and 0.240 ± 0.045
(stat) ± 0.061

0.045 (sys) [%] for ! and !̄, respectively, and are found
to follow the overall trend of the collision energy dependence.
While the energy dependence of the global polarization was not
obvious from the lower energy results, together with the new
200 GeV results, the polarization is found to decrease at higher
collision energy. Calculations for primary ! and all ! taking
into account the effect of feed-down from a 3+1D viscous hy-
drodynamic model vHLLE with the UrQMD initial state [15]
are shown for comparison. The model calculations agree with
the data over a wide range of collision energies, including

√
s

NN

= 200 GeV within the current accuracy of our experimental
measurements. Calculations from a Multi-Phase Transport
(AMPT) model predict slightly higher polarization than the
hydrodynamic model but are also in good agreement with the
data within uncertainties. Neither of the models accounts for
the effect of the magnetic field or predicts significant difference
in ! and !̄ polarization due to any other effect, e.g., nonzero
baryon chemical potential makes the polarization of particles
lower than that of antiparticles, but the effect is expected to
be small [40]. Other theoretical calculations [18,41] such as
a chiral kinetic approach with the quark coalescence model
[42] can also qualitatively reproduce the experimental data.
It should be noted that most of the models calculate the spin
polarization from the local vorticity at the freeze-out hypersur-
face. However, it is not clear when and how the vorticity and
polarization are coupled during the system evolution and how
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FIG. 4. Global polarization of ! and !̄ as a function of the
collision energy

√
s

NN
for 20–50% centrality Au+Au collisions.

Thin lines show calculations from a 3+1D cascade + viscous
hydrodynamic model (UrQMD+vHLLE) [15] and bold lines show
the AMPT model calculations [16]. In the case of each model, primary
! with and without the feed-down effect are indicated by dashed
and solid lines, respectively. Open boxes and vertical lines show
systematic and statistical uncertainties, respectively. Note that the
data points at 200 GeV and for !̄ are slightly horizontally shifted for
visibility.

much the hadronic rescattering at the later stage affects the spin
polarization.

We also performed differential measurements of the
polarization versus the collision centrality, the hyperon’s
transverse momentum, and the hyperon’s pseudorapidity. The
vorticity of the system is expected to be smaller in more
central collisions because of smaller initial source tilt [8,33]
and/or because the number of spectator nucleons becomes
smaller. Therefore, the initial longitudinal flow velocity, which
would be a source of the initial angular momentum of the
system, becomes less dependent on the transverse direction
[12]. Figure 5 presents the centrality dependence of the
polarization. The polarization of ! and !̄ is found to be larger
in more peripheral collisions, as expected from an increase in
the thermal vorticity [43]. With the given large uncertainties,
it is not clear if the polarization saturates or even starts to drop
off in the most peripheral collisions.

Figure 6 shows the polarization as a function of pT for the
20–60% centrality bin. The polarization dependence on pT is
weak or absent, considering the large uncertainties, which is
consistent with the expectation that the polarization is gener-
ated by a rotation of the system and therefore does not have

014910-7

- Feed-down ~15%-20% reduction of PH (model-dependent) 
   Becattini, Karpenko, Lisa, Upsal, and Voloshin, PRC95.054902 (2017)
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Can large vorticies be created even 
without QGP formation?

HADES Preliminary (SQM19)
Au+Au at √sNN = 2.4 GeV
PΛ(%) = 3.672 ± 0.699 (stat.)
PBG(%) = 3.689 ± 1.133 (stat.)

kinematic vorticity: measures local angular velocity of fluid

thermal vorticity: determines spin polarization density of fluid at   
                           global equilibrium 

T. Niida, INT 20-1c: Criticality and Chirality

Collection of recent results
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FIG. 3. Initial kinematic vorticity at mid rapidity as a function of the
collision energy for impact parameters b = 5, 8, and 10 fm.

enough (our computation suggests a turning point aroundp
sNN ⇠ 3 � 5 GeV depending on centrality), the particles

near the mid-rapidity are not effective angular-momentum
carriers and most of the angular momenta are carried by the
particles with large rapidity (but at large rapidity the angu-
lar momentum may not be necessarily manifested as fluid
vorticity) and leaving the mid-rapidity region approximately
boost invariant. With

p
sNN growing to be very large, the

mid-rapidity region respects a good Bjorken scaling struc-
ture which does not support the fluid vorticity. We note that
in recent preliminary results reported by HADES Collabora-
tion [42], the ⇤ polarization indeed appears to be very small atp
sNN = 2.4 GeV. Recalling that the global ⇤ polarization atp
sNN = 7.7�200 GeV measured by STAR Collaboration [1]

and at
p
sNN = 2.76 and 5.02 TeV by ALICE Collabora-

tion [39] is decreasing with
p
sNN, our results combined with

the previous studies in, e.g. Ref. [40], are consistent with the
current experimental data if we adopt the vorticity interpreta-
tion of the global ⇤ polarization.

We show the time evolution of the thermal vorticity in Fig. 4
for two different centralities given by b = 5 fm and b = 8 fm.
It exhibits similar time dependence comparing to Fig. 2 for
the kinematic vorticity. It was shown that if a fluid is at global
equilibrium the thermal vorticity is responsible for determin-
ing the spin polarization density of the fluid [6, 8, 26, 58]. In
low-energy heavy-ion collisions, we must emphasize that the
system may not reach thermal equilibrium and may not have
a well-defined local temperature in the thermodynamic sense.
Thus, the temperature and in turn the thermal vorticity shown
in Fig. 4 may not have the same physical meaning as that given
in a system at equilibrium. So in this situation we do not ex-
pect that the thermal vorticity we show here can determine
the spin polarization. However, it could still be regarded as
the low-collision-energy counterpart of the thermal vorticity
defined at high collision energy and thus can give some hint
about the spin polarization at low collision energies.

In parallel with Fig. 3, we show the energy dependence of
the thermal vorticity at mid-rapidity for Au + Au collisions
in Fig. 5 which also exhibits non-monotonic feature. We here
note that the energy dependence of the thermal vorticity at
low-energy range was also calculated recently by using the
three-fluid dynamics (3FD) model [59]. They adopted a dif-
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FIG. 4. Time evolution of the mid-rapidity thermal vorticity at dif-
ferent energies and impact parameters in the simulation with the
UrQMD model.
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FIG. 5. Initial thermal vorticity at mid rapidity as a function of the
collision energy for impact parameters b = 5, 8, and 10 fm.

ferent definition for the origin of the time axis so that our vor-
ticity at t = 0 roughly corresponds theirs at the peak value;
in this sense, their results are qualitatively consistent with
ours. We note that although the initial thermal vorticity is non-
monotonic, the thermal vorticity at late time (e.g., at t = 14
fm) is roughly a decreasing function of

p
sNN; in order to be

consistent with the measured ⇤ polarization, this suggests that
the ⇤ hyperons are mostly generated in the early stage of the
collisions when

p
sNN is small.

Finally, we show the spatial distribution of the vorticities in
the transverse plane, i.e. the x-y plane, in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
We can observe from Fig. 6 that the kinematic vorticity is
roughly negative in the overlapping region consistent with the
direction of the angular momentum. As the system expands,
the vorticity at the center of the overlapping region becomes
smaller and smaller; this is more clearly seen in the bottom
panels for

p
sNN = 10 GeV as the system expands faster than

that of
p
sNN = 2.5 GeV shown in the top panels. One may

also notice that there are regions (near the periphery of the nu-
clei) with strong positive vorticity which is a corona effect due
to the sharp density difference at the boundary. Very similar
phenomena are also shown for the thermal vorticity in Fig. 7.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

In summary, we have computed the kinematic and thermal
vorticities in low-energy heavy-ion collisions in the energy
range

p
sNN = 1.9�50 GeV in the framework of the UrQMD
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FIG. 3. Initial kinematic vorticity at mid rapidity as a function of the
collision energy for impact parameters b = 5, 8, and 10 fm.
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vorticity) and leaving the mid-rapidity region approximately
boost invariant. With

p
sNN growing to be very large, the

mid-rapidity region respects a good Bjorken scaling struc-
ture which does not support the fluid vorticity. We note that
in recent preliminary results reported by HADES Collabora-
tion [42], the ⇤ polarization indeed appears to be very small atp
sNN = 2.4 GeV. Recalling that the global ⇤ polarization atp
sNN = 7.7�200 GeV measured by STAR Collaboration [1]

and at
p
sNN = 2.76 and 5.02 TeV by ALICE Collabora-

tion [39] is decreasing with
p
sNN, our results combined with

the previous studies in, e.g. Ref. [40], are consistent with the
current experimental data if we adopt the vorticity interpreta-
tion of the global ⇤ polarization.

We show the time evolution of the thermal vorticity in Fig. 4
for two different centralities given by b = 5 fm and b = 8 fm.
It exhibits similar time dependence comparing to Fig. 2 for
the kinematic vorticity. It was shown that if a fluid is at global
equilibrium the thermal vorticity is responsible for determin-
ing the spin polarization density of the fluid [6, 8, 26, 58]. In
low-energy heavy-ion collisions, we must emphasize that the
system may not reach thermal equilibrium and may not have
a well-defined local temperature in the thermodynamic sense.
Thus, the temperature and in turn the thermal vorticity shown
in Fig. 4 may not have the same physical meaning as that given
in a system at equilibrium. So in this situation we do not ex-
pect that the thermal vorticity we show here can determine
the spin polarization. However, it could still be regarded as
the low-collision-energy counterpart of the thermal vorticity
defined at high collision energy and thus can give some hint
about the spin polarization at low collision energies.

In parallel with Fig. 3, we show the energy dependence of
the thermal vorticity at mid-rapidity for Au + Au collisions
in Fig. 5 which also exhibits non-monotonic feature. We here
note that the energy dependence of the thermal vorticity at
low-energy range was also calculated recently by using the
three-fluid dynamics (3FD) model [59]. They adopted a dif-
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ferent definition for the origin of the time axis so that our vor-
ticity at t = 0 roughly corresponds theirs at the peak value;
in this sense, their results are qualitatively consistent with
ours. We note that although the initial thermal vorticity is non-
monotonic, the thermal vorticity at late time (e.g., at t = 14
fm) is roughly a decreasing function of

p
sNN; in order to be

consistent with the measured ⇤ polarization, this suggests that
the ⇤ hyperons are mostly generated in the early stage of the
collisions when

p
sNN is small.

Finally, we show the spatial distribution of the vorticities in
the transverse plane, i.e. the x-y plane, in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
We can observe from Fig. 6 that the kinematic vorticity is
roughly negative in the overlapping region consistent with the
direction of the angular momentum. As the system expands,
the vorticity at the center of the overlapping region becomes
smaller and smaller; this is more clearly seen in the bottom
panels for

p
sNN = 10 GeV as the system expands faster than

that of
p
sNN = 2.5 GeV shown in the top panels. One may

also notice that there are regions (near the periphery of the nu-
clei) with strong positive vorticity which is a corona effect due
to the sharp density difference at the boundary. Very similar
phenomena are also shown for the thermal vorticity in Fig. 7.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

In summary, we have computed the kinematic and thermal
vorticities in low-energy heavy-ion collisions in the energy
range

p
sNN = 1.9�50 GeV in the framework of the UrQMD
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Figure 48: The top-left panel shows an image of the internal gold target. The lower-left
panel shows the distribution of vertices with respect to the target. The right panel shows
a side view of the STAR detector and the z location of the target.

• The track length in the STAR TPC for particles with ⌘ > 0.88 is longer in fixed-
target events. Therefore, the dE/dx resolution for these tracks is better than for
tracks with similar ⌘ values in collider events.

• The flight path for particles with ⌘ > 0.96 is longer in fixed-target events. Therefore,
the TOF PID limits for these tracks extend to higher momentum than for tracks
with similar ⌘ in collider events.

The acceptance and PID ranges for fixed-target events are shown in Fig. 49.
From the point of view of conduct of operations, it was concluded that dedicated runs

in which the elevation of the circulating beam is lowered to graze the top edge of the
target can safely deliver a sufficient luminosity to fill the DAQ bandwidth of STAR. For
FXT events, STAR can take data at 2 kHz; therefore STAR can accumulate 50 million
events per day (also data taking 60% of the time).

3.4.2 FXT Physics Program

Exploring the phase diagram of QCD matter requires that at each collision energy there
is sufficient yield (both yCM = 0 and full acceptance) of each species to determine the
chemical equilibrium T and µB values. The coverage maps shown in Fig. 49, demonstrate
that we have acceptance for ⇡, and p from yCM = 0 to ytarget for all fixed-target energies
except 7.7 GeV, where even with eTOF PID, the p acceptances do not reach yCM = 0 (the
K acceptances fall between those of the ⇡ and p). The efficiency for hyperon reconstruction
is a convolution of the single particle acceptances. This will make possible y-dependent
measurements of K0

S
, ⇤, and ⌅

�. Currently, there is only a single ⌅
� measurement for

collision energies below 7.7 GeV [137]. The STAR fixed-target program will map out the
turn on of ⌅ production with collision energy. Measurements of ⌦, ⇤̄, and ⌅̄

+ have not

56
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in ⇡+⇡� pairs if only TPC dE/dx was to used for pion343

identification. Hence, the TOF 1/� identification is also344

used to suppress such contamination.345

Figure 5 shows the directed flow of ⇤ hyperons. The346

positions of the data points are corrected for the width347

of the bin. Six di↵erent sets of topological cuts are em-348

ployed, varying the the total number of p⇡� pairs from349

⇠540K to ⇠160K, to observe how sensitive the directed350

flow of ⇤ is to the size of the statistical sample. Two351

invariant mass windows ±2�M and ±0.5�M are studied352

separately to vary the signal-to-background ratio, as well353

as the choice of either TPC or BBC event plane, to check354

if the event planes are consistent with each other. This355

gives a total of 24 results for slope parameters, F , repre-356

senting the directed flow at midrapidity. Note that the357

error bars displayed in all the v1 and vS
1
plots are statisti-358

cal errors on parameters which are correlated. Statistical359

errors on v1 and vS
1
come from the upper and lower limit360

of slopes calculated using the covariance matrices of the361

cubic fits to the v1 and vS
1
data. The weighted average362

from these 20 fits is (7.9 ± 1.1) ⇥ 10�2 for ⇤ hyperons.363

The systematic uncertainty, calculated as the average of364

the di↵erences between the mean value of 7.9⇥10�2 and365

the nominal values from the fits, is 1.4⇥ 10�2.366

The directed flow of K0

S
mesons was treated simi-367

larly, except wider binning was used and three invari-368

ant mass windows ±2�M ,±1�M , and ±0.5�M . In to-369

tal, ⇠110K ⇡+⇡� pairs pass the tightest topological cuts,370

while ⇠370K pairs pass the loosest topological cuts. The371

weighed average of the total of 36 slope parameters F372

is (�2.9± 1.2)⇥ 10�2 for K0

S
and the systematic uncer-373

tainty is 2.1 ⇥ 10�2. The data points corrected for the374

bin widths are shown in Fig. 6.375

C. Beam Energy Dependence376

Figure 7 presents slopes dv1/dy |y=0, based on the377

above-described cubic fits, for five species (p, ⇤, K0

S
, ⇡+

378

and ⇡�) measured in Au+Au collisions in FXT mode379

at
p
sNN = 4.5 GeV. Note that the new proton v1(y)380

slope measurement at
p
sNN = 4.5 GeV lies within er-381

rors on a smooth interpolation between the same observ-382

able from STAR’s beam energy scan in collider mode383

[21, 24] and E895 [22]. The highest E895 energy point at384 p
sNN = 4.3 GeV agrees with the current FXT measure-385

ment within the uncertainties. Proton and ⇤ directed386

flow agree within errors at
p
sNN = 4.5 GeV. They fit387

into a pattern that was observed by STAR at
p
sNN =388

7.7 GeV and above [24], but not at E895 energy points389

for
p
sNN = 3.8, 3.3 and 2.7 GeV [29].390

IV. ELLIPTIC FLOW OF PIONS AND391

PROTONS392

The second term in the Fourier decomposition of any393

azimuthal distribution, elliptic flow, of identified parti-394
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Beam energy dependence of the di-
rected flow slope dv1/dy at midrapidity for baryons (upper
plot) and mesons (lower plot) measured by several experi-
ments [21, 22, 24, 29]. The FXT points are slightly o↵set
horizontally.

cles (protons and pions) in Au+Au
p
sNN = 4.5 GeV, is395

now discussed. Elliptic flow of protons is compared with396

the earlier AGS data, while elliptic flow of pions had not397

been measured at the present beam energies before. The398

appearance of number of constituent quark (NCQ) scal-399

ing, the collapse of quark-number-scaled flow strengths400

for mesons and baryons onto a single curve, is considered401

to be a signature of QGP formation [30]. Further explo-402

ration of the region in beam energy where NCQ-scaling403

fails is important to measure observables at lower energy404

where QGP is not expected to be created. Protons, which405

have been analyzed both for higher energies [31, 32], and406

(pre)BES-II: Flow and HBT
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FIG. 13: Projections of the correlation functions onto the
qout, qside, and qlong axes for ⇡�⇡� pairs. Transverse mass
dependence of Rout, Rside, and Rlong for three experiments:
E895 [48], STAR, and E866 [49]. Pairs for the STAR points
are created from negative pion tracks in the momentum range
0.15 < pT < 0.8 GeV/c from events in the 0-10% centrality
range. STAR points show both systematic (magenta boxes)
and statistical errors (black lines) while errors for E895 and
E866 are statistical only.

qµ ⌘ (E1 � E2,
!
q ), and K(qinv) is the squared Coulomb513

wave function integrated over a spherical source 5 fm in514

radius [43, 56].515

B. Results516

Fig. 11 shows fits of the form in Eq. 5 (red lines) to517

the experimental correlation function defined in Eq. 3518

(blue stars). The three panels show projections of the519

correlation function onto the qo, qs, and ql axes. Data520

here are for ⇡�⇡� pairs created from tracks with trans-521
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FIG. 14: The centrality dependence of Rout, Rside, and Rlong.
Errors are statistical only. Using ⇡+⇡+ and ⇡�⇡� pairs in
the momentum range 0.15 < pT < 0.8 GeV/c.
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beside the beam. ALICE [57] and STAR [58] points include
systematic errors; E895 [48] and E866 [49] show statistical
errors only. The various centrality, pT, and kT cuts used in
the di↵erent experiments are discussed in the text. For the
STAR fixed-target point, the same momentum and centrality
selection are applied as in figure 14. The grey curve indicates
the evolution of the shape, as the collision energy is increased.

verse momentum 0.1 < pT < 0.3 GeV/c, from events in522

the 0-10% centrality range. The transverse momentum523

of the pairs is required to be in the range 0.15 < pT < 0.6524

GeV/c. These cuts are chosen to match as closely as pos-525

sible those in the E895 experiment, which used the same526

pT cuts and corresponded to approximately 0-11% cen-527

trality [48]. There is a slight suppression at qs ⇡ 0 and528

FXT √sNN =4.5 GeV (~1.3M 0-30%)
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also in a similar energy region, allow us to compare to407

previously published results from Ref. [33]. The elliptic408

flow of pions is also published for the first time and com-409

pared with results at higher energies. Both positively410

and negatively charged pions are analyzed together.411

Two methods are used: (1) two-particle cumulants [11]412

and (2) the event plane method [8–10]. Resonance de-413

cays generate correlated particles. Such correlations are414

a non-flow contribution and they bias the elliptic flow415

measurement. Due to the low multiplicities at Au+Au416 p
sNN = 4.5 GeV, this bias is not negligible and addi-417

tional corrections were required. Since particles from418

resonance decays are correlated both in ⌘ and �, we can419

reduce the non-flow contribution by measuring elliptic420

flow using particles which are not correlated in ⌘. The421

implementation of this idea is di↵erent in each method.422

For the event plane method, we divide each event into423

two sub-events. For the cummulant method, we require424

a 0.1 gap in ⌘ between all considered pairs. Both methods425

give results which are consistent within their uncertain-426

ties. Di↵erences between the cumulant and event plane427

methods are due to the increased sensitivity of the cum-428

mulant method to the non-flow contribution.429

Fig. 8 shows results from the event plane method430

compared to E895 results [33] obtained using the same431

method. We analyzed the 0-30% most central events. For432

pions and protons, we require |y � yCM| < 0.5. In this433

analysis we use tracks with 0.2 < pT < 2.0 GeV/c, but434

due to the STAR FXT geometry for Au+Au at
p
sNN435

= 4.5 GeV, we can not measure any protons with pT <436

0.4 GeV/c for |y � yCM| < 0.5 (see Fig. 2). The proton437

results are consistent with E895 results [33].438

We have found that the pion v2(pT) is larger than the439

proton v2(pT) in the low pT region, while for transverse440

momentum at about 1 GeV/c the proton and pion trend-441

lines cross. Fig. 9 presents v2 as a function of mT �m,442

both scaled by the number of constituent quarks. Similar443

behavior is observed for Au+Au at higher collision ener-444

gies [31, 32]. This shows that at
p
sNN = 4.5 GeV flow445

values scale with particle mass, as they do at higher en-446

ergies [31, 32]. The system created for Au+Au at
p
sNN447

= 4.5 GeV has, perhaps surprisingly, larger collectivity448

than we expected, and there is no significant di↵erence in449

identified particle elliptic flow behavior when compared450

to higher energies.451

Figure 10 shows the beam energy dependence of the v2452

values. The current results are consistent with the trends453

established by the previously published data.454

V. FEMTOSCOPY OF PIONS455

A. Methodology456

Femtoscopic correlation functions are formed by mak-457

ing distributions of the relative momenta
!
q ⌘ !

p1 � !
p2458

of pairs of particles. A numerator distribution N(
!
q ) is459

formed using pairs where both tracks are from the same460
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FIG. 8: Measured v2 of protons. Blue stars are STAR FXT
data (0-30% centrality) and green crosses are E895 data (12-
25% centrality) [33].
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FIG. 9: v2 scaled by the number of constituent quarks (nq) for
charged pions (red stars) and protons (blue stars) for 0-30%
central collisions. The pions are consistent with the protons
given nq scaling.

event, while a denominator distribution, D(
!
q ), is formed461

by constructing pairs where the two tracks are from dif-462

ferent but similar events [44, 45]. The shape of both dis-463

tributions will be dominated by the two-particle phase464

space distribution, but N(
!
q ) will also contain contribu-465

tions from Coulomb interactions and Bose-Einstein ef-466

fects. The correlation function is the ratio467

C(
!
q ) =

N(
!
q )

D(
!
q )

(3)

This distribution is sensitive to the space-time structure468

of the pion emitting source [46, 47].469

Care must be taken to account for the e↵ects of track470

reconstruction ine�ciencies on the correlation function.471

Single-track e↵ects are common to both N(
!
q ) and D(

!
q )472

Hint of NCQ scaling: large errors

At transition from oblate to prolate spatial source
arXiv:1809043
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Executive Summary1

This Beam Use Request outlines the physics programs that compels the STAR collaboration2

to request data taking during the years 2021-2025.3

STAR’s highest scientific priorities for Run-21 and Run-22 are to complete the NSAC-4

endorsed second phase of the Beam Energy Scan (BES-II) program, and initiate the "must-5

do" Cold QCD forward physics program enabled by the newly completed suite of forward6

detectors via the collection of transversely polarized p+p data at 510 GeV. From 2023-25 we7

will use a combination of soft and hard probes to explore the microstructure of the QGP8

and continue the forward physics program via the collection of high statistics Au+Au, p+Au9

and p+p data at p
sNN = 200 GeV.10

The BES-II program has so far been very successful. As shown in Table 1, we have11

recorded collisions at p
sNN = 9.2-27 GeV in collider mode, and p

sNN = 3-7.7 GeV in fixed12

target (FXT) mode. We expect to complete data collection at p
sNN = 9.2 GeV by the end13

of Run-20b. In Run-21, as shown in Table 2, our number one priority is to complete the14

BES-II by recording 100 M good events at p
sNN = 7.7 GeV.15

Table 1: Summary of all BES-II and FXT Au+Au beam energies, equivalent chemical potential,
event statistics, run times, and date collected.

Beam Energy p
sNN µB Run Time Number Events Date

(GeV/nucleon) (GeV) (MeV) Requested (Recorded) Collected
13.5 27 156 24 days (560 M) Run-18
9.8 19.6 206 36 days 400 M (582 M) Run-19
7.3 14.6 262 60 days 300 M (324 M) Run-19
5.75 11.5 316 54 days 230 M (235 M) Run-20
4.59 9.2 373 102 days 160 M (162 M)1 Run-20+20b
31.2 7.7 (FXT) 420 0.5+1.1 days 100 M (50 M+112 M) Run-19+20
19.5 6.2 (FXT) 487 1.4 days 100 M (118 M) Run-20
13.5 5.2 (FXT) 541 1.0 day 100 M (103 M) Run-20
9.8 4.5 (FXT) 589 0.9 days 100 M (108 M) Run-20
7.3 3.9 (FXT) 633 1.1 days 100 M (117 M) Run-20
5.75 3.5 (FXT) 666 0.9 days 100 M (116 M) Run-20
4.59 3.2 (FXT) 699 2.0 days 100 M (200 M) Run-19
3.85 3.0 (FXT) 721 4.6 days 100 M (259 M) Run-18
3.85 7.7 420 11-20 weeks 100 M Run-212

1 Run-20b data taking completed 7:30am Sept 1.
2 Data not yet collected, Run-21 forms part of this year’s BUR.

Based on guidance from the Collider-Accelerator Department (CAD) and past experience16

we expect that the bulk of Run-21 will be devoted to Au+Au collisions at p
sNN =7.7 GeV,17

i

We have collected all originally proposed BES-II and FXT data 
except for √sNN = 7.7 in collider mode - approved for Run-21
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Precision Mapping of Phase Diagram
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Reduce chemical fit uncertainty 

    - smaller extrapolation, higher efficiency 

Test Flow models at low pT (<0.5GeV/c) with heavy particles (p, 𝚵, Ω) 

Significant systematic 
errors from BES-I data

Now have BES-II 
and ~140 M top 
energy data with 

iTPC from Run-19

Precision in mapping the phase diagram
ZB Tang, PRC (2009)P. Steinbrecher, QM2018

BES-II and top energy data: 
Reduce chemical fit uncertainty due to spectra extrapolation and efficiency
Test Flow models at low pt (<0.5GeV/c) with heavy particles (p, Xi, Omega) 
All the datasets available, but needs analysis techniques to beat down the syst. uncertainties

Patrick Steinbrecher QM18
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BES-II: Preliminary Analyses

23

Daniel Cebra
3/15/2020

STAR Collaboration Meeting 
Berkeley, CA (Remote) 3

Daniel Cebra
3/15/2020

Centrality Determination for BES-II and FXT Energies
Zach Sweger (UC Davis) 

Preliminary Centrality Cuts for:
3.0 GeV FXT
3.2 GeV FXT
3.9 GeV FXT
7.2 GeV FXT
7.7 GeV Collider
9.2 GeV Collider
14.6 GeV Collider
19.6 GeV Collider
200 GeV Collider

(See talk for details)

What is new?
Dependence of hardness on
beam energy

Expect:
Paper proposal in September

Identify and reject “pile up”:
Centrality and Glauber fit 
completed for 3.0 GeV

FXT: 
 √sNN = 3 GeV 
(Run-18)

FXT: √sNN = 3 GeV 
(Run-18)

FXT: √sNN = 3 GeV 
(Run-18)

STAR Preliminary

STAR Preliminary

STAR Preliminary

Very clean V0 signals
EPD being used for reaction 
plane related studies 

Preliminary studies made for 
other BES-II Run-19 datasets
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BES-II: Online QA/analyses

24

Run-18 FXT √sNN =3 GeV:

Run-20 √sNN =11.5: 

Excellent statistics

Heavy fragments up to 7Be

c𝞃 in agreement with PDG

STAR Preliminary

STAR Preliminary STAR Preliminary
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BES-II: Online Hypernuclei

25

Run-18-20:

At FXT energies
  - yields of fragmentation nuclei rising 

Significant increase of observed 
hypernuclei

After corrections can merge dataset to get 
precision lifetime measurements.

Fold back to use lifetime to extract yields 
vs √sNN

 

3 GeV,  285M 3.2 GeV, 150M 3.4 GeV, 12M 9.2 GeV, 23M

11.5 GeV, 216M 14.5 GeV, 180M 19.6 GeV, 60M 27 GeV, 300M

3 GeV,  285M 3.2 GeV, 150M 3.4 GeV, 12M 9.2 GeV, 23M

11.5 GeV, 216M 14.5 GeV, 180M 19.6 GeV, 60M 27 GeV, 300M

3 GeV,  285M 3.2 GeV, 150M 3.4 GeV, 12M 9.2 GeV, 23M

11.5 GeV, 216M 14.5 GeV, 180M 19.6 GeV, 60M 27 GeV, 300M

3 GeV,  285M 3.2 GeV, 150M 3.4 GeV, 12M 9.2 GeV, 23M

11.5 GeV, 216M 14.5 GeV, 180M 19.6 GeV, 60M 27 GeV, 300M

Unique studies possible
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Extensions to the BES-II
Highest priority additional FXT data: 
 Au+Au √sNN = 3 GeV (FXT)    300 M minbias                                            3 days 
     - Net proton fluctuations, GCE vs CE, light hypernuclei production  

Au+Au √sNN = 9.2, 11.5, 13.7 GeV (FXT)    50 M minbias                          3 days 
     - Enhanced understanding of baryon stopping

26

Very interested in also collecting: 
 O+O    √sNN = 200 GeV     400 (200) M minbias (central)                        1 week 
    - Enhanced understanding of early conditions in small systems 

Au+Au √sNN = 17.1 GeV     250 M minbias                                           2.5 weeks 
    - Probe for CP via non-monotonic behavior of higher order moments 

Au+Au √sNN = 3 GeV (FXT)    2 B minbias                                               3 weeks 
     Higher order (>4) moments, ϕ flow, double-Λ  hypernuclei
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Case for Au+Au √sNN = 17.1 GeV

First order phase transition could 
cause large increase in net-p kurtosis 
  Entering spinoidal region (mixed 
phase)

5 6 7 8 10 20 30 40 100 200 300
 (GeV)NNs

0

0.5

1

1.5

 n
Δ

STAR Au+Au Collisions (0-10%)
From NA49 Pb+Pb Data [K. Sun et al. PLB 781, 499 (2018)]

STAR Preliminary

Figure 33: (Left) Collision energy dependence of the neutron density fluctuation in central Au+Au
collisions. The open square data based on NA49 results in central Pb+Pb collisions at p

sNN=6.3
(0-7%), 7.6 (0-7%), 8.8 (0-7%), 12.3 (0-7%), and 17.3 (0-12%) energies. (Right) Illustration of the
density fluctuation as a function of collisions energy in the critical region and spinodal region [105].

around 19.6 GeV. Furthermore, the neutron density fluctuation show a sudden drop below
19.6 GeV, where the results are consistent with the results from NA49 experiment. The
experimental observations of non-monotonic energy dependence in neutron density fluctua-
tion can suggest the double peak structure, which assumes that the system goes through the
critical region and the first order spinodal region.

Thus, in BES-II, we propose to take one more energy point in Au+Au collisions at
16.7 GeV based on the following two observations, presented in Figs. 32 and 33, aiming at
QCD critical point search with net-proton kurtosis and neutron density fluctuation:

1. Net-p kurtosis and neutron density fluctuations, which are both sensitive to the critical
fluctuation, show dip and peak structures around 19.6 GeV. This may suggests that
the system passed through the critical region around 19.6 GeV.

2. We observe sudden changes between 19.6 and 14.5 GeV in the energy dependence of
net-p kurtosis and neutron density fluctuation in the BES-I data measured by the
STAR experiment. The neutron density fluctuations at low energies below 14.5 GeV
are consistent with the results from NA49 experiment [105].

Table 10: Event statistics (in millions) needed in a Au+Au run at p
sNN = 16.7 GeV for fourth

order net-proton fluctuations (�2) and neutron density fluctuation (�n) measurements.

Triggers Minimum Bias Net-proton �
2 (0-5% Cent.) �n (0-10% Cent.)

Number of events 250 M 6% error level 3.6% error level

34

17.1 GeV —> µB = 235 MeV  
 Equal spacing in µB 

27

Closer investigation of possible 
2nd peak in non-monotonic 

energy dependence

√sNN (GeV) 

17.1
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Case for Au+Au √sNN = 17.1 GeV
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Figure 33: (Left) Collision energy dependence of the neutron density fluctuation in central Au+Au
collisions. The open square data based on NA49 results in central Pb+Pb collisions at p

sNN=6.3
(0-7%), 7.6 (0-7%), 8.8 (0-7%), 12.3 (0-7%), and 17.3 (0-12%) energies. (Right) Illustration of the
density fluctuation as a function of collisions energy in the critical region and spinodal region [105].

around 19.6 GeV. Furthermore, the neutron density fluctuation show a sudden drop below
19.6 GeV, where the results are consistent with the results from NA49 experiment. The
experimental observations of non-monotonic energy dependence in neutron density fluctua-
tion can suggest the double peak structure, which assumes that the system goes through the
critical region and the first order spinodal region.

Thus, in BES-II, we propose to take one more energy point in Au+Au collisions at
16.7 GeV based on the following two observations, presented in Figs. 32 and 33, aiming at
QCD critical point search with net-proton kurtosis and neutron density fluctuation:

1. Net-p kurtosis and neutron density fluctuations, which are both sensitive to the critical
fluctuation, show dip and peak structures around 19.6 GeV. This may suggests that
the system passed through the critical region around 19.6 GeV.

2. We observe sudden changes between 19.6 and 14.5 GeV in the energy dependence of
net-p kurtosis and neutron density fluctuation in the BES-I data measured by the
STAR experiment. The neutron density fluctuations at low energies below 14.5 GeV
are consistent with the results from NA49 experiment [105].

Table 10: Event statistics (in millions) needed in a Au+Au run at p
sNN = 16.7 GeV for fourth

order net-proton fluctuations (�2) and neutron density fluctuation (�n) measurements.

Triggers Minimum Bias Net-proton �
2 (0-5% Cent.) �n (0-10% Cent.)

Number of events 250 M 6% error level 3.6% error level

34

Ratio of light nuclei yields sensitive to neutron relative density fluctuations 
Neutron relative density fluctuations increase near CP and/or 1st order PT
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Sudden drop below 19.6 GeV 
     - Consistent with NA49 
Second peak?

28

Propose to collect 250 M minbias events 
- 2.5 weeks of running
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Figure 33: (Left) Collision energy dependence of the neutron density fluctuation in central Au+Au
collisions. The open square data based on NA49 results in central Pb+Pb collisions at p

sNN=6.3
(0-7%), 7.6 (0-7%), 8.8 (0-7%), 12.3 (0-7%), and 17.3 (0-12%) energies. (Right) Illustration of the
density fluctuation as a function of collisions energy in the critical region and spinodal region [105].

around 19.6 GeV. Furthermore, the neutron density fluctuation show a sudden drop below
19.6 GeV, where the results are consistent with the results from NA49 experiment. The
experimental observations of non-monotonic energy dependence in neutron density fluctua-
tion can suggest the double peak structure, which assumes that the system goes through the
critical region and the first order spinodal region.

Thus, in BES-II, we propose to take one more energy point in Au+Au collisions at
16.7 GeV based on the following two observations, presented in Figs. 32 and 33, aiming at
QCD critical point search with net-proton kurtosis and neutron density fluctuation:

1. Net-p kurtosis and neutron density fluctuations, which are both sensitive to the critical
fluctuation, show dip and peak structures around 19.6 GeV. This may suggests that
the system passed through the critical region around 19.6 GeV.

2. We observe sudden changes between 19.6 and 14.5 GeV in the energy dependence of
net-p kurtosis and neutron density fluctuation in the BES-I data measured by the
STAR experiment. The neutron density fluctuations at low energies below 14.5 GeV
are consistent with the results from NA49 experiment [105].

Table 10: Event statistics (in millions) needed in a Au+Au run at p
sNN = 16.7 GeV for fourth

order net-proton fluctuations (�2) and neutron density fluctuation (�n) measurements.

Triggers Minimum Bias Net-proton �
2 (0-5% Cent.) �n (0-10% Cent.)

Number of events 250 M 6% error level 3.6% error level

34



be the first measurement of electromagnetic radiation at this energy which will guide1180

the future high µB facilities at FAIR and NICA.1181

With additional beam time allowed, we would like to further collect up to 2 billion Au+Au1182

FXT events at p
sNN =3.0 GeV which will be elaborated in the next section.1183

One feature we would like to point out is that the single beam energy for FXT collisions1184

at p
sNN =3.0 GeV is 3.85 GeV per nucleon, the same beam energy to be used for colliding1185

to collect the major 7.7 GeV collision dataset in Run-21. This leads to a negligible transition1186

time for operation between p
sNN = 7.7 GeV collider mode and p

sNN = 3.0 GeV FXT mode.1187

Figure 35: (Left) The net-proton �2 in most central (0-5%) and peripheral (70-80%) Au+Au
collisions as a function of collision energy. (Middle/Right) Proton acceptance plot pT vs. y in the
center-of-mass frame at p

sNN = 3.0 GeV (FXT data from Run-18) and 7.7 GeV (collider data from
Run-10), respectively. The red curve in the middle panel indicates the acceptance boundary with
iTPC and eTOF.

High moments of proton multiplicity distributions: A non-monotonic behavior of1188

net-proton high moments �2 as a function of collision energy has been suggested to be1189

an evidence of the existence of QCD critical point [121, 122]. Figure 35 (left panel) shows1190

the final STAR measurement from the BES-I data as a function of energy exhibiting a1191

suggestive non-monotonic behavior [123, 124]. A complete picture of the non-monotonic1192

behavior requires measurements at collision energies below the lowest collider mode energy1193

(7.7 GeV) by utilizing the FXT mode collisions. STAR detector configuration has the best1194

midrapidity coverage for fixed target collisions at the lowest collision energy p
sNN = 3.0 GeV.1195

Figure 35 middle and right panels show the proton acceptance with TPC and barrel TOF1196

in Run-18 FXT data at 3.0 GeV and Run-10 collider data at 7.7 GeV, respectively. In the1197

2018 FXT data, to ensure > 95% purity of the proton sample, one needs to utilize the1198

barrel TOF for high momentum particle identification. With this requirement, the proton1199

acceptance in Run-18 covers full negative rapidity region (-0.5< y <0, 0.4<pT<2.0 GeV/c),1200

while missing a considerable acceptance in the positive rapidity region. A new run, with1201

44
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Case for Au+Au √sNN = 3 GeV (FXT)
Net-proton fluctuations: 

Run-21: iTPC and eTOF —> 
similar proton acceptance to 7.7 
GeV collider data 

29

Run-21: iTPC and 
eTOF —> ~90% of ϕ 
yield measured at mid 
rapidity

GCE or CE appropriate at low beam energy?  
Sensitivity to rc:

eTOF and iTPC, would allow for phase space coverage comparable to the one in collider1202

mode (indicated by the box in the middle panel). The estimated acceptance boundary for1203

protons is indicated by the red line shown in Fig. 35 middle panel. We can therefore cover1204

the full midrapidity |y| < 0.5 region from 0.4 < pT < 2.0 GeV/c which will be the same as1205

these measurements conducted in collider mode data, shown in the right panel. This would1206

allow to perform a systematic scan of the net-proton high moments analysis within the same1207

mid-rapidity acceptance across the collision energy from 3.0 up to 200 GeV. In the meantime,1208

the increased rapidity coverage will also enable us to investigate the rapidity-window (�y)1209

dependence of these fluctuations, which will offer us deep understanding on the physics origin1210

through the development of these fluctuations vs. �y [125].1211
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Figure 36: (Left) �/K� ratio as a function of collision energy from several heavy-ion experiments
in comparison to thermal model calculations assuming strangeness following GCE and CE with
different canonical radius. (Middle) Invariant mass distributions of K+K� pairs and the � meson
signal in Run-18 FXT data at p

sNN3̄.0 GeV. (Right) Reconstructed � meson candidate phase space
distributions using Run-18 FXT data taken at p

sNN = 3.0 GeV. The black line shows the boundary
of combining the TPC and barrel TOF detector for kaon identification. The blue line indicates the
anticipated boundary extended by iTPC and eTOF for kaon identification in the proposed Run-21
FXT run at p

sNN = 3.0 GeV.

� meson production: Yields of strange hadron produced in relativistic heavy-ion colli-1212

sions from RHIC BES-I energies up to the LHC energy (psNN = 7.7–5500 GeV) can be1213

well described by thermal model with Grand Canonical Ensemble (GCE) in which strange1214

quark number is conserved on average [126–129]. It has been argued that at low energy1215

heavy-ion collisions when the fireball created in these collisions becomes small enough the1216

GCE for strange quarks will break down. Strangeness needs to be conserved on the event-1217

by-event basis, therefore only Canonical Ensemble (CE) is applicable to strange hadron1218

production [127, 129]. Strange hadrons with finite strangeness number (e.g. K, ⇤ etc.) will1219

suffer from a suppression due to the strangeness number conservation, often characterized1220

by a canonical radius (rc) for strange quark profile in comparison to the regular radius (r)1221

for light quarks [130, 131]. The � meson is the lightest bound state of s and s̄ quarks with1222

zero net-strangeness number. Its production yield, on the contrary, will not suffer from the1223

45
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Case for Au+Au √sNN = 3 GeV (FXT)

Run-21: iTPC and eTOF —> 
Light hypernuclei lifetime, BE, 
yields and flow 

30

Figure 37: (Left) Thermal model predictions of various light nuclei and hypernuclei production
yield at midrapidity in central heavy-ion collisions as a function of collision energy [134]. (Right)
Invariant mass distribution of 4He⇡� (top) 4Hep⇡� (bottom) from 2018 FXT data at p

sNN =
3.0 GeV. The 4

⇤H and 5
⇤He hypernuclei signal is clearly visible on top of background.

region from p
sNN = 3.0 – 7.7 GeV sits nicely in the maximum mid-rapidity production yield1265

of various hypernuclei while STAR detector layout has the best midrapidity acceptance cov-1266

erage at 3.0 GeV. Figure 37 right panel shows the reconstructed 4
⇤H and 5

⇤He signal from the1267

Run-18 FXT dataset at p
sNN = 3.0 GeV. These are so far the most unprecedented statistics1268

on these light nuclei that will allow us to systematically investigate their lifetimes, binding1269

energies as well as their production yield and collective flow behavior in heavy-ion collisions.1270

2.1.3 Au+Au Collisions in FXT Mode at p
sNN = 9.2, 11.5, and 13.7 GeV1271

The BES-II program aims to study the nature of QCD matter by varying the temperature1272

and baryon chemical potential. High baryon chemical potentials are achieved by ‘stopping’1273

the baryons which made up the two colliding nuclei. To better understand the development1274

of the baryon chemical potential and its profile through the interaction region, it is necessary1275

to study the rapidity density distribution of the protons across a broad range in rapidity. It1276

is important that the rapidity range covered includes the peak of the participant distribution1277

which have been accelerated during the collision process. For all collider energies available1278

at RHIC (7.7 GeV and above), the peak of the rapidity distribution of the stopped protons1279

is outside or at the edge of the acceptance of the STAR TPC (which only extends 0.6 units1280

beyond mid-rapidity with particle identification via dE/dx, this is extended to 1.0 units1281

of rapidity using eTOF particle ID); for p
sNN = 9.2, 11.5, and 13.7 GeV, the shifted 0.9,1282

1.0, and 1.1 units away from mid-rapidity respectively. However, in fixed-target mode the1283

STAR detector is excellent for studies of stopping as the acceptance extends 1.7 units from1284

47

Access to: 
C5, C6 

Centrality dependence of ϕ studies 

Double-  hypernuclei Λ
Propose to collect at least 300 M 

minbias events - 3 days of running

If time permits propose to extend to 
2B events - 3 weeks



Figure 38: This figure has been modified from a figure in the introduction of the Conceptual
Design Report for the RHIC facility. The black lines indicate different regions in the rapidity -
center of mass energy space. The ‘V’ shaped region in the top center of the figure which is labeled
at the central region have been predicted and demonstrate to be a low baryon chemical potential
region characterized by a continuous phase transition between the QG and the hadron gas. The
outer ‘V’ shaped region is dominated by the target fragments. Colored regions are overlaid to
indicate the coverage of the STAR detector for collider (Orange) and FXT (Blue) modes. For the
three higher energies currently being proposed, the FXT acceptance covers the region dominated
by target fragments while the collider acceptance covers the equilibrated central region.

2.2.1 Small System Run: O+O at p
sNN =200 GeV1319

Introduction: Collective long-range azimuthal correlations in A+A collisions have been1320

successfully described as a hydrodynamic response by a fluid-like system to geometric shape1321

fluctuations in the initial state. In recent years, observation of similar collective phenomena1322

in small-system collisions, such as p+p and p+A collisions, have attracted wide interest in the1323

community. The interpretation of a fluid-like state formed there has been challenged, as the1324

small size and short lifetime might prevent the system from quickly thermalizing and evolv-1325

ing hydrodynamically. Instead, collectivity arising either from initial momentum correlations1326
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Case for Au+Au √sNN = 9.2, 11.5, 13.7

In combination with collider data 
near full rapidity coverage 

High rapidity tails of dN/dy critical 
for constraining shear viscosity 
dependence on T and µB 

Stall in rapidity shift of stopped 
protons - reveals softening of 
equation of state 
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GeV (FXT)

Propose to collect 50 M 
minbias events at each 

energy 
- 3 days of total running

ycm  = 2.28, 2.5 and 2.68 respectively
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Correlations in Small Systems

32

Initial State Correlations or Final State Interactions in small systems? 

If Final state: is collectivity fluid-like or off-equilibrium few scatterings?

motivated by gluon saturation models [139] or via a few scatterings among partons (without1327

hydrodynamization) [140–142] has been proposed as alternative sources that may be domi-1328

nant in small systems. Lots of experimental and theoretical efforts have been devoted to the1329

study of collectivity in small-system collisions, with the goal of understanding the time-scale1330

for the emergence of collectivity and the mechanism for early-time hydrodynamization in1331

large collision systems.1332

One key feature that distinguishes initial momentum correlation models (ISM) from final-1333

state interaction models (FSM, including hydrodynamics or a few scatterings) is the connec-1334

tion to the initial-state geometry [143]. In FSM, the collectivity is a geometrical response to1335

initial shape fluctuations, i.e., vn is approximately proportional to the nth-order initial-state1336

eccentricity "n. In ISM, such a geometrical response is expected to be absent [144]. It was1337

proposed that a geometry scan of various colliding systems with different spatial eccentricities1338

can help distinguish between contributions of these two scenarios [145].1339
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Figure 39: Comparison of v2 and v3 in p+Au, d+Au and 3He+Au collisions at p
sNN2̄00 between

STAR data and various model calculations. STAR data from Fig. 11.

Such a small system scan program has been recently carried out at RHIC for a few1340

asymmetric small systems including p+Au, d+Au and 3He+Au, where studies of elliptic1341

flow (v2) and triangular flow (v3) have been performed [43, 146, 147]. In a Glauber model1342

that only considers the fluctuations of nucleon positions [145], "2 in d+Au and 3He+Au is1343

expected to be larger than in p+Au, while "3 in p+Au and d+Au are expected to be smaller1344

than in 3He+Au. However, once the fluctuations at subnucleonic scales are included [144],1345

the "3 are expected to be similar among all three systems. Figure 39 compares the STAR v21346

and v3 results with three hydrodynamic models predictions with different assumptions about1347

the initial state. Calculations [148,149] that include both initial momentum anisotropy and1348

hydrodynamic response to subnucleonic fluctuations indeed describe the STAR v3 data in all1349

three systems, but one of the models [148] overestimates the v2 data. On the other hand, the1350

hydrodynamic model based on fluctuations only at nucleonic level [150] fails to describe the1351

v3 data. This implies that the initial state in these asymmetric small collision systems are1352

not well constrained, in particular in p+Au and d+Au system (there is reasonable consensus1353

that the flow results in 3He+Au is dominated by FSM). The relative importance of FSM vs.1354

ISM for the vn data in small systems is an area of intense debate [151].1355

50

Models fail to describe all the current STAR data
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Case for O+O √sNN = 200 GeV

33

Why O+O: 
• Prediction of different √sNN dependence for 

symmetric and asymmetric systems
• Cu+Au, 3He+Au results consistent with dominance 

of FSM, need system with small Npart~60
• Small symmetric system with similar Npart to p/d+Au 

but different nucleon/subnucleon fluctuations 
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Figure 42: Comparison of measured v2 and v3 between Pb+Pb and Au+Au 30–40% centrality
events (Left) and high-multiplicity p+Pb and p+Au data (Right) at RHIC and the LHC energies.
The CGC-Hydro model calculations [148] are also shown for Au+Au and Pb+Pb (Left), p+Au and
p+Pb (Right), and O+O as a prediction (Middle) at both energies.

Table 8: Number of events (in millions) needed in an O+O run at p
sNN = 200 GeV for various

triggers for one week running scenarios.

Triggers Minimum bias 0–5% centrality
Events (1 week) 400 M 200 M

in 0-5% for identified particles (⇡, K, p and �) to test the NCQ-scaling. The non-flow effects1444

for these observables can be studied in detail thanks to the large acceptance of iTPC and1445

EPD. Based on a Glauber model estimation, the hNparti value is 9.5 and 26 for minimum-bias1446

and 0-5% central O+O collisions, respectively.1447

Figure 43 shows the projection of the statistical precision for the � meson v2(pT) in 0–5%1448

centrality O+O collisions. Under the assumption that its v2 in O+O is similar to that of1449

a charged hadron in p+Au around pT ⇠2–3 GeV/c, the estimation scales the � v2(pT) in1450

peripheral Au+Au collisions [162] to approximately match the charged hadron v2 in p+Au1451

collisions in Fig. 42, accounting for differences in hNparti, event plane resolution, and event1452

statistics. A decent measurement of � meson v2 can be achieved with one week of running.1453

In fact, the statistics requirement in Table 8 is mainly driven by multi-particle correla-1454

tions, for example four-particle cumulants for single harmonics c2{4} = hv4
ni � 2 hv2

2i
2, four-1455

particle symmetric cumulants SC(2, 3) = hv2
2v

2
3i � hv2

2i hv2
3i and three-particle asymmetric1456

cumulants AC(2, 4) = hv2
2v4 cos 4(�2 � �4)i (�n is the event plane). These observables are1457

sensitive to event-by-event fluctuations of collectivity, and measurements of them at LHC in1458

p+p, p+Pb and Pb+Pb collisions have led to high impact results which provide evidence for1459

geometry response in small systems [163–166].1460

Figure 44 shows the projection of the statistical precision for the c2{4} measurement.1461

The projected precision should allow a measurement of c2{4} signal, assuming a v2{4} value1462

54

pAu dAu 16O+16O 

<Npart> 5.8 8.8 9.5 

Figure 41: The Npart distribution in O+O collisions compared with p+Au and d+Au collisions
at p

sNN =200 GeV estimated from Glauber model. The table to the right shows the average Npart

values in the three systems.

jet quenching, energy dependence of initial state, or any other final-state effects in small1417

systems: any model has to describe results at both energies, which naturally leads to a1418

better understanding of results at each energy.1419

Figure 42 compares the vn(pT) data and hydrodynamic calculations for n = 2 and 3 at1420

two energies in large A+A systems (left) and in p+A systems (right). It is well-known that1421

vn(pT) for charged hadrons in large systems has very little p
sNN dependence from RHIC1422

to LHC [156], as well as from 39 to 200 GeV at RHIC [157, 158]. This is confirmed by the1423

left panel which compares Pb+Pb [159] with Au+Au [160] data at 30–40% centrality, as1424

well as calculations from the CGC-Hydro model. However, a comparison of vn(pT) between1425

p+Pb [161] and p+Au [147] central data suggests a small difference in v2, while the v3 data1426

are nearly identical. In the FSM picture, this suggests that the contributions of subnucleonic1427

fluctuations to the initial eccentricities are very different between the two collision energies.1428

In the ISM picture, it may be the result of an energy dependence of initial momentum1429

anisotropy. It would be exciting to see whether the p
sNN dependence for v2 and v3 in p+A1430

collisions also persists in small A+A systems such as O+O collisions between RHIC and1431

LHC. The CGC-Hydro model calculations of v2 and v3 in O+O collisions at RHIC and1432

the LHC energies are shown in Fig. 42 (middle), where a split in both v2 and v3 between1433

two energies is predicted. These rather non-trivial
p

s dependence across different collision1434

systems reflects the rich physics mechanisms behind origin of collectivity.1435

We propose a one-week O+O program in 2021 right after BES-II. Assuming a total1436

interaction rate of ⇠10–15 kHz (based on recent isobar runs), the STAR DAQ rate of 2 kHz1437

and the RHIC uptime of 50% (12 hour/day), tentative numbers of events we expect to record1438

for different triggers are summarized in Table 8 for a one week run. Note that we do not1439

have an estimation of minimum-bias trigger efficiency at this point, and assumed it to be1440

⇠100%.1441

The event statistics listed in Table 8 should allow precision measurements of many types1442

of two-particle correlations, including the Nch dependence of integral vn, pT dependence of vn1443
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Npart
5.8
8.8
9.5

arXiv: 2005.14682, Schenke,Shen,Tribedy
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Case for O+O √sNN = 200 GeV
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Figure 45: Prediction of minimum bias hadron nuclear modification factor for p
sNN = 200 GeV

O+O collisions following Refs. [168, 169] (the authors have graciously repeated the calculation for
RHIC energy). A particular parton energy loss model predictions (blue line) is overlaid with the
baseline in the absence of parton rescattering. The blue band represents model uncertainty only
due to experimental uncertainties in p

sNN = 5.02 TeV Pb+Pb collisions used to fit a free model
parameter. The red band shows nPDF uncertainties reweighted with additional CMS p+Pb dijet
data. Proton PDF (orange), leading order scale (green) and fragmentation function (yellow) uncer-
tainties are fully correlated and cancel. Error bars illustrate statistical uncertainties for O+O mock
data at 100% efficiency.

v2 and v3 behavior in O+O collisions, and how this compares to results from p+A, Cu+Cu,1473

and Au+Au collisions. We also suggest that these calculations should be undertaken for1474

↵ + ↵, Be+Be, Al+Al and Ar+Ar collisions also, as well as for O+Au and other asymmetric1475

small+large nuclear collision options, so as to be able to make the case that O+O is the1476

optimal physics choice, most likely to yield new or substantially improved understanding of1477

questions relating to how small droplets of QGP equilibrate and what is the smallest droplet1478

of QGP that is possible to be formed in collisions at 200 GeV".1479

We have prepared the following answers to these comments:1480

• Why O+O? 1) O+O collisions cover similar Npart range as p+Au/d+Au (see Fig-1481

ure 41) where the collectivity debate is ongoing, 2) O+O has similar Npart but different1482

nucleon/sub-nucleon fluctuations, 3) leverage similar measurement at the LHC for new1483

insight and precision.1484

• Are there theoretical calculations? Many model studies on O+O exist by now, which re-1485

flects the community interests: 1812.08096,1904.10415,1908.06212, 1910.09489, 2003.06747,1486

2005.14682. Figure 42 shows the new prediction on O+O taken from 2005.14682,1487

• Why not other collision systems? Analyzing power for 2k-particle cumulants vn{2k}1488

scales as Nevents ⇥ N2k
part, system smaller than O+O, such as C+C require much longer1489
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Figure 43: Projected statistical error on � meson v2(pT) in central O+O collisions within the
TPC acceptance. The error bars for twice the statistics are shown for comparison.
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Figure 44: (Left) The projected statistical error bar on c2{4} in 0.2-3 GeV/c in the TPC accep-
tance as a function of number of charged particles in TPC acceptance and (Right) EPD acceptance.
The error bars for twice the statistics are shown for comparison.

to be between 4–6% 3.1463

Figure 45 shows the projection of the statistical precision for the charged hadron RAA1464

measurement for minimum bias O+O collisions (assume 400 Million). This calculation1465

includes the state-of-art knowledge of nPDF effects and jet quenching modeling of Refs.1466

[168, 169]. A significant suppression of RAA = 0.85 � 0.9 is expected which should be mea-1467

surable with decent statistical uncertainty out to 15 GeV/c.1468

Answer to PAC questions from last year: When this proposal was presented last year,1469

we have received the following comments: "With regards to an O+O run, the case for this1470

could become persuasive if, between now and next year, theorists with expertise in hydro-1471

dynamics can provide some simulations that demonstrate what hydrodynamics predicts for1472

3The pT integrated v2{4} in d+Au from PHENIX [167] at forward rapidity is about 4%

55

Multi-particle cumulants - event by 
event fluctuations of collectivity
𝝿, K, p and ϕ flow with good 
precision - NCQ scaling?
RAA - Eloss in small systems?
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Figure 43: Projected statistical error on � meson v2(pT) in central O+O collisions within the
TPC acceptance. The error bars for twice the statistics are shown for comparison.
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Figure 44: (Left) The projected statistical error bar on c2{4} in 0.2-3 GeV/c in the TPC accep-
tance as a function of number of charged particles in TPC acceptance and (Right) EPD acceptance.
The error bars for twice the statistics are shown for comparison.

to be between 4–6% 3.1463

Figure 45 shows the projection of the statistical precision for the charged hadron RAA1464

measurement for minimum bias O+O collisions (assume 400 Million). This calculation1465

includes the state-of-art knowledge of nPDF effects and jet quenching modeling of Refs.1466

[168, 169]. A significant suppression of RAA = 0.85 � 0.9 is expected which should be mea-1467

surable with decent statistical uncertainty out to 15 GeV/c.1468

Answer to PAC questions from last year: When this proposal was presented last year,1469

we have received the following comments: "With regards to an O+O run, the case for this1470

could become persuasive if, between now and next year, theorists with expertise in hydro-1471

dynamics can provide some simulations that demonstrate what hydrodynamics predicts for1472

3The pT integrated v2{4} in d+Au from PHENIX [167] at forward rapidity is about 4%
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Propose to collect 400(200) M 
minbias(central)  events 

- 1 week of running 



STAR forward upgrades

Si
sTGC

ECAL+HCAL
At 2.5<η<4
• Jets
• PID (!0, ", e, #) 
• charged particle momentum 

resolution 20-30% at 
0.2<pT<2 GeV/c

• event-plane reconstruction 
and trigger capability

Detector pp and pA AA
ECal ~10%/√E ~20%/√E
HCal ~50%/√E+10% ---

Tracking charge separation
photon suppression

0.2<pT<2 GeV/c 
with 20-30% 1/pT

3Lijuan Ruan, BNL
Helen Caines - BES Seminar Series - September 29 2020

Next Steps: Forward Upgrades

35

All detectors on track  for data taking in FY-22
costs so far as projected
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Run-22: Transverse p+p 510 GeV 

36

Inaugural run with Forward Upgrades 
Minimum of 16 weeks to collect at least 400 pb-1 for rare/non-rescaled 
triggers

Not to mention first p+p run with BES-II upgrade detectors

By going to 510 GeV and wide 𝝶 range (up to 𝝶 ~ 4.2)
                probe down to x ~2x10-3 (gluons) and up to x~0.5 (valence 
quarks) regions possible

Transversely polarized beams:    
  

     Quark transversity (net transverse polarization of quarks in a 
transversely polarized proton) in the large x valence region

Current results statistics limited
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ØHow are the sea quarks & gluons and their spins, 
distributed in space and momentum inside the 
nucleon? How do the nucleon properties 
emerge from them and their interactions?

ØHow do color-charged quarks and gluons, and 
colorless jets, interact with a nuclear medium? 
How do the confined hadronic states emerge 
from these quarks and gluons? How do the 
quark-gluon interactions create nuclear binding?

ØHow does a dense nuclear environment affect 
the quarks and gluons, their correlations, and 
their interactions? What happens to the gluon 
density in nuclei? Does it saturate at high 
energy, giving rise to a gluonic matter with 
universal properties in all nuclei, even the 
proton?

Kenneth N. Barish - Spin 2018, Ferrara 3

Open Questions in Cold QCD

QS: Matter of Definition and Frame (II)

7

Infinite Momentum Frame:
• BFKL (linear QCD): splitting functions ⇒ gluon density grows
• BK (non-linear): recombination of gluons ⇒ gluon density tamed

BFKL: BK adds:

αs << 1αs ∼ 1 ΛQCD

know how to 
do physics here?
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• At Qs:   gluon emission balanced by recombination

Unintegrated gluon distribution
depends on kT and x:
the majority of gluons have 
transverse momentum kT ~ QS
(common definition)
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Forward Heavy-Ions (STAR Coll. Meeting, July 2018)

Constraining Longitudinal Structure of the IS in HI (2)

8
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predicts much stronger variation of rn (ηa, ηb) 
with η at RHIC than at LHC. The current 
precision of the STAR measurement cannot 
constrain the model due to large uncertainties. 
A similar stronger longitudinal decorrelation 
effect was also demonstrated using the AMPT 
calculations (see Figure 2-36) performed in 
Ref [108], where the variation of the 
observable Cn(Δη)∼cos (n(φ(ηa)-φ(ηb))) with 
Δη = |ηa-ηb| was studied.  Precise high 
statistics measurements of the rn (ηa, ηb) and 
the Cn(Δη) observables will be possible with 
the forward upgrade that will provide 
important insights about the longitudinal 
dynamics of HICs and help constrain 3D fluid 
dynamical modeling of HICs. 

Observables like Cm,n,m+n (ηa, ηb) and 
rn (ηa, ηb) are designed to study longitudinal 
dependence of two particle correlations 
decomposed in terms of Fourier Coefficients. 
Recent studies have proposed similar 
decomposition of the two-particle pseudo-
rapidity correlations in the basis of Legendre 
polynomials [102,103]. Based on such 
decomposition, a new observable has been 
recently introduced by the ATLAS 
collaboration [104] to characterize the 
structure of the longitudinal fluctuation which 
is referred to as an,m coefficients, for which the 
indices “n” and “m” correspond to different 

orders of Legendre Polynomials. So far, 
measurements of an,m done at LHC have been 
compared to a recent 3 + 1 dimensional 
viscous hydrodynamic simulation in Ref [94, 
105] as shown in Figure 2-37. The study has 
shown that the coefficients an,m are not very 
sensitive to the transport properties of the 
sQGP. They are however sensitive to the 
initial state longitudinal fluctuations and the 
hadronic re-scattering and decays at the final 
stages of the collisions. With the future 
upgrade, measurements of this observable at 
RHIC over a wide range of rapidity can 
provide insight about energy dependence of 
the longitudinal fluctuations, further 
constraining the initial state models of HICs. 
Also since the effect of the hadronic phase is 
different at lower collision energies, the 
measurements at RHIC will be allowing ways 
to constrain the hadronic transport models 
(afterburner) used along with state-of-the art 
3D hydrodynamic simulations. A full 3D 
fluid-dynamical modeling is absolutely 
necessary for data-model comparisons and 
interpretations of several experimental results 
at RHIC. In particular, at lower energies for 
RHIC BES program, baseline predictions 
from 3D fluid-dynamical models are 
important for the search for QCD critical 
point. 

 

 
 

Figure 2-34: (left) A cartoon inspired by Ref [98] showing the deceleration of the transverse geometry 
characterized by event-plane angles Ψ with the along the longitudinal (pseudo-rapidity) direction. (Right) 
Figure from Ref [99] showing STAR measurement of such effects through relative pseudo-rapidity variation 
of three particle azimuthal correlator C2,2,4 (ηa,ηb). Measurements for different harmonics are highlighted on 
the right of the plot by cartoons of corresponding initial state anisotropies. 

 Stronger De-correlation predicted at
RHIC than LHC

Significant transverse and longitudinal fluctuations 
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Unique program addressing fundamental questions in QCD 
                                                           - strongly endorsed by the PAC 
Exploits BES-II mid-rapidity upgrades and new forward detectors  
pp 

3D characterization of proton 
  in momentum and spatial coordinates 

p+A 
Nature of initial state and hadronization   
   in nuclear collisions 
Onset and A-dependence of saturation 

A+A 
Longitudinal medium characterization 
Precision flow measurements via long   
  range correlations 
Rapidity dependence of 𝚲 global polarization  
QGP response to B field via low-pT dielectrons 

Essential input to RHIC’s cold and hot QCD programs 
and realizing the scientific promise of the EIC

Initial State of Nuclei
ØUnderstanding the initial state of heavy nuclei 

is critical to RHIC and LHC programs
ØKnowledge currently limited when 

compared to our knowledge of free protons

Spin 2018, Ferrara, Italy - Kenneth N. Barish 12
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Measurements with A * 56 (Fe)
W,Z0 pPb 3s = 5 TeV

LHCb CMS / ATLAS ALICE
iA DIS (CCFR, CDHSW, CHORUS, NuTeV)

DY (E772, E866)
eA DIS (E-139, E-665, EMC, NMC)
starting up: JLab-12

STAR-pA DY  3s = 200 GeV
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direct photon
2.8 < h < 3.8

Saturation

RHIC pA y≤4

Current knowledge including 
first LHC pA data

pA@RHIC: unique kinematics

ØOpportunities with pA@RHIC:
Ø Can measure nuclear PDFs (nPDFs) 

in a x-Q2 region where nuclear 
effects are large
Ø Q2 > Qs

2 over a wide range in x
Ø Access to observables free of final 

state effects
Ø Gluons: RpA for direct photons
Ø Sea-quarks: RpA for DY

Ø Access to saturation region at 
forward rapidities

Ø Capability to scan A-dependence 
prediction by saturation models

Looking Forward to 2023-2025
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Physics opportunities in 2023-2025

38

5

Lijuan Ruan @ PAC 
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Constraining T dependence of η/s 

39

Constrain temperature dependence of η/s

Flow measurements at forward rapidity sensitive to η/s as a function of T.

Much more precise than previous PHOBOS measurements.

forward tracking

6Lijuan Ruan, BNL

Forward tracking critical
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Constraining Longitudinal Structure of

40

Constrain longitudinal structure of initial state

VnΔ the Fourier coefficient calculated with pairs of particles in different rapidity regions

rn sensitive to different initial state inputs:
• 3D glasma model: weaker decorrelation, describes CMS r2 but not r3
• Wounded nucleon model: stronger decorrelation than data   

Precise measurement of rn over a wide rapidity window will provide a stringent constraint

extended η coverage by iTPC and forward tracking

7Lijuan Ruan, BNL

Initial State
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Collected virtually all BES-II data                 

Run-21: 
       Assuming 7.7 GeV running goes well opportunistically take: 
         Au+Au at 3, 9.2, 11.5, 13.7 (FXT)  - higher moments and baryon stopping   
         Au+Au at 17.1 GeV  - location of CP  
         O+O   at 200 GeV   - initial conditions of small systems 

    Last chance to answer these critical HI questions at RHIC 

Excellent performance from RHIC and STAR 
BES-II upgrades performing at or above expectations
New Cold QCD program enabled by forward upgrades

Run-22-25:
   Exciting physics program enabled by BES-II and Forward Upgrades
                         collection of RHIC legacy data prior to EIC

Many analyses already ongoing, those in the original BES-II proposal 
and many new ideas
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Nuclear PDF and Initial Conditions for A+A collisions

x

Q
2  [

G
eV

2 ]

EIC 3s
 = 90 GeV

, 0.01 ) y
 ) 0

.95

EIC 3s
 = 45 GeV

, 0.01 ) y
 ) 0

.95

Measurements with A * 56 (Fe)
W,Z0 pPb 3s = 5 TeV

LHCb CMS / ATLAS ALICE
iA DIS (CCFR, CDHSW, CHORUS, NuTeV)

DY (E772, E866)
eA DIS (E-139, E-665, EMC, NMC)
starting up: JLab-12

STAR-pA DY  3s = 200 GeV

E906

1

10

10 2

10 3

10 4

10 -4 10 -3 10 -2 10 -1 1

pA@RHIC: unique kinematics

measure nPDF in a x-Q2 region where nuclear effects are large

Q2 > Qs2 over a wide range in x

4

STAR Forward upgrade with tracking and calorimeters
Cold QCD/ Spin physics, see Oleg’s talk for details

SN0648 - January 2016, STAR Forward Calorimeter and Forward Tracking Systems beyond BES-IIRunning just endorsed by 2020 BNL RHIC PAC
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First Forward detector (ECal) successfully 
installed in Oct 2019
- reusing PHENIX Pb-scintillator
- tests ongoing during BES-II running

HCal: 
- first hadronic cal. in STAR
- FNAL test beam data show performance 

sufficient for requirements
- All orders planned / ready to go

Prototypes exist for each of the subsystems

All detectors on track  for data taking in FY-22
costs so far as projected

/ 22

STAR Forward Calorimeters - ECAL
qReuse PHENIX lead-scintillator calorimeter 

with new SiPM based readout
qTotal 12 sectors
qEach sector has 6 × 6 EM modules
qEM Module: 
§ Each module has 4 independent towers 
§ Penetrating WLS fibers for light collection 

qFirst forward upgrade detector installed in 
STAR (October 2019)

Yi Yang @ QM2019                   2019 November 4-9                   STAR Upgrade for BES-II and Forward Physics 16
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Typically factor 20 more than for BES-I

2 Proposed Program

2.1 Continuation of Beam Energy Scan Phase 2
RHIC has already begun the BES-II physics program. Specific details of the physics goals
and required statistics for each goal at each collider energy are given below in Table 7.
Because in the RHIC collider mode, the lowest collision energy available is psNN = 7.7 GeV,
the BES-II collider program has been expanded to include a fixed target program. The
beam energies used in the fixed-target part of the program have already been developed for
BES-I or will be used in the BES-II collider program. Details of the fixed-target physics
statistics requirements for each physics goal at each energy are shown in Table 8, which
also includes the single-beam total energy, the center-of-mass rapidity, as this gives insight
into the acceptance of STAR for a given energy, and the expected chemical potential, which
indicates the region of the QCD phase diagram to be studied.

Table 7: Event statistics (in millions) needed in the collider part of the BES-II program for various
observables. This table updates estimates originally documented in STAR Note 598.

Collision Energy (GeV) 7.7 9.1 11.5 14.5 19.6
µB (MeV) in 0-5% central collisions 420 370 315 260 205
Observables
RCP up to pT = 5 GeV/c - - 160 125 92
Elliptic Flow (� mesons) 80 120 160 160 320
Chiral Magnetic Effect 50 50 50 50 50
Directed Flow (protons) 20 30 35 45 50
Azimuthal Femtoscopy (protons) 35 40 50 65 80
Net-Proton Kurtosis 70 85 100 170 340
Dileptons 100 160 230 300 400
>5� Magnetic Field Significance 50 80 110 150 200
Required Number of Events 100 160 230 300 400

As noted, the BES-II program has already started and the achieved performance in the
energies completed or in progress can be used to refine the estimates of performance in the
upcoming two years. For the collider program, we review the performance for the 27 GeV
run from 2018, the 19.6 GeV run completed in 2019, and the data currently being taken at
14.6 GeV1. For the fixed-target part of the program we will review the performance for the
3.0 GeV run and the 7.2 GeV test run, both of which occurred in 2018, and a brief test at
3.9 GeV which took place this year.

For the collider system at 27 GeV, we expected a luminosity increase of a factor of 3.3.
Based on the good event rate of 190 Hz achieved in the 2014 run we hence inferred a data

1In 2014, collisions were run at a collider energy of 14.546 GeV, which was rounded to 14.5 GeV. This
year, we are running at a slightly different energy, 14.618 GeV, which is rounded to 14.6 GeV.

29
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Table 8: Event statistics (in millions) needed in the fixed-target part of the BES-II program for
various observables.

p
sNN (GeV) 3.0 3.2 3.5 3.9 4.5 5.2 6.2 7.7

Single Beam Energy (GeV) 3.85 4.55 5.75 7.3 9.8 13.5 19.5 31.2
µB (MeV) 721 699 666 633 589 541 487 420
Rapidity yCM 1.06 1.13 1.25 1.37 1.52 1.68 1.87 2.10
Observables
Elliptic Flow (kaons) 300 150 80 40 20 40 60 80
Chiral Magnetic Effect 70 60 50 50 50 70 80 100
Directed Flow (protons) 20 30 35 45 50 60 70 90
Femtoscopy (tilt angle) 60 50 40 50 65 70 80 100
Net-Proton Kurtosis 36 50 75 125 200 400 950 NA
Multi-strange baryons 300 100 60 40 25 30 50 100
Hypertritons 200 100 80 50 50 60 70 100
Requested Number of Events 300 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

taking rate of 627 Hz. The rate of good events achieved for the 2018 run was 620 Hz,
consistent with these expectations. Although in the 2018 isobars run STAR achieved an
average of 15 hours per day of data taking, the average for the 27 GeV run was only 9 hours
because beam time was shared with Coherent electron Cooling (CeC) development.

For the 19.6 GeV collider system, we had two ways to project the expected performance.
First, we could extrapolate the performance from the 19.6 GeV run in 2011. In that run,
STAR achieved a good event rate of 100 Hz; the expected increase in luminosity was a factor
of 3.3, which suggested we should expect a good event rate of 330 Hz. Second, we could scale
the performance of the 27 GeV run from 2018; the performance of RHIC typically scales as
�
2 for accelerated beams; scaling the 620 Hz achieved for 27 GeV by (9.8/13.5)2 predicted

a good event rate of 335. The actual achieved rate in 2019 was 400 Hz as seen in Fig. 31a,
which exceeded expectations. The average data taking time per day for the 19.6 GeV run was
11 hours; this time this was below 15 hours per day due to time share with the development
of Low Energy RHIC electron Cooling (LEReC).

For the 14.6 GeV collider run, we could not really scale from the 2014 performance
because the achieved event rate of 17 Hz had been unusually low due to the challenge of
separating the good events from the background off of the small beam used while the Heavy
Flavor Tracker was installed in STAR. RHIC performance typically scales as �

3 for beams
below the nominal injection energy. Scaling the expected performance at 19.6 GeV of 335 Hz
by (7.3/9.8)3, we expected a good event rate of 138 HZ. Scaling the achieved performance at
19.6 GeV of 400 Hz, we expected a rate of 160 Hz. The achieved rate has now approached
160 Hz as seen in Fig. 31b. Thus the performance for 14.6 GeV is as expected.

For the projections for the newly proposed 16.7 GeV run, we have scaled the achieved
19.6 GeV performance of 400 Hz by (8.35/9.8)3 to project a good event rate of 245 Hz.
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BES-II: Onset of deconfinement
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NA49 - claim onset of deconfinement at 
√s = 7.7 GeV 

eTOF+iTPC: 
Forward acceptance in fixed target mid-
rapidity range 

 Reach 7.7 GeV for fixed target too 

Fixed target program 
Collider can’t run below 7.7GeV 
Target in beam pipe at z=210cm 

Dedicated short runs 
More efficient 
Successful tests completed 

Precision investigation with 
new techniques and same 

detector

2014 − √SNN = 3.9 GeV

Daniel Cebra 
10/06/2016 Slide 32 of 30 INT Beam Energy Scan Workshop 

Institute of Nuclear Theory, University of Washington 

p 
Daniel Cebra 
10/06/2016 Slide 32 of 30 INT Beam Energy Scan Workshop 

Institute of Nuclear Theory, University of Washington 
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